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SICHERHEIT / SAFETY I SECURITE

1.

SICHERHEIT UND ERSTE HILFE

SICHERHEIT

Durch Entfernen von Gehäuseteilen,
Abschirmungen etc. werden strom-
führende Teile freigelegt. Aus diesem
Grunde müssen die folgenden Si-
cherheitsvorschriften unbedingt be-
achtet werden:

Eingriffe in ein Gerät
dürlen nur von Fachpersortal vorge-
nommen werden.

Vor Entlernen von Gehäuseteilen:
Gerät ausschalten und vom Nezt
trennen.

Bei geöffnetem Gerät:
- Netzteil- oder Motorkondensatoren

mit einem passenden Wiederstand
entladen.

- Bauteile grosser Leistung, wie
Leistungstransistoren und -wider-
stände sowie Magnetspulen und
Wickelmotoren erst nach dem
Abkühlen berühren.

Servicearbeiten bei geölfnetem,
unter Spannung stehendem Gerät:
- Keine blanken Schaltungsteile

berühren
- lnsolierte Werkzeuge verwenden
- Metallene Halbleitergehäuse nicht

berühren, dasie hohe Spannungen
aufweisen können.

- Durch Ausschalten des Gerätes
- Ausziehen oder Unterbrechen der

Netzzuleitung
- Betrotfene Personen mit isoliertem

Material (Holz, Kunststoff) von der
Gefahrenquelle wegstossen

- Nach einem Stromunfall sollte
immer ein Arzt aufgesucht werden.

ACHTUNG!
EINE UNTER SPANNUNG STE-
HENDE PERSON DARF NICHT
BERÜHRT WERDEN, SIE KöNNEN
DABEI SELBST ELEKTRISIERT
WERDEN

2. Bei Bewusstlosigkeit des
Verunfallten:
- Puls kontrollieren,
- bei ausgesetzter Atmung künstlich

beatmen,
- Seitenlagerung des Verunfallten

vornehmen und Arzt verständigen.

SAFETY AND FIRST AID

SAFETY

SECURITE ET PREMIERS SECOURS

SECURITE

Si les couvercles de protection sont
enlevds, les parties de l'appareil qui
sont sous tension ne sont plus prot6-
g6es. ll est donc d'une ndcessitde
absolue de suivre les instructions
suivantes:

Les interventions dans les appa-
reils 6lectriques
doivent ötre faites uniquement que
par du personnel qualifi6

Avant d'enlever les couvercles de
protection:
Couper I'interrupteur principal et d6-
brancher le cäble secteur.

Apräs avoir enlevd les couvercles
de protection:
- Les condensateurs de l'alimen-

tation et des moteurs doivent ötre
ddcharg6s ä I'aide d'une rösistance
appropri6e.

- ll est prudent de laisser refroidir les
composants de haute puissance,
par ex.: transistors de puissance,
rdsistances de puissances de
möme que des dlectroaimants et
les moteurs de bobinage.

S'il faut que I'appareil soint sous
tension pendent les 169lages inter-
nes:
- Ne jamais toucher les circuits non

isol6s
- Travailler seulement avec des

outils isol6s
- Ne jamais toucher la boite du semi-

conducteur, par risque de ddchar-
ge 6lectrostatique.

PREMIERS SECOURS (en cas d'Ölectro-
cution)

Si la personne est dans I'impossi-
bilit6 de se libr6rer:
- Couper l'interrupteur principal
- Couper le courant
- Repousser la personne de

l'appareil ä l'aide d'un objet en
matiöre non conductrice (matiöre
plastique ou bois)

- Aprös une dlectrocution, consulter
un m6decin.

ATTENTIONI
NE JAMAIS TOUCHER UNE PER-
SONNE QUI EST SOUS TENSION,
SOUS PEINE DE SUBIR EGALE.
MENT UNE ELECTROCUTION

En cas de perte de connaissance
de la personne 6lectrocut6e:
- Controller le pouls
- Si ndcessaire, pratiquer la respira-

tion artificielle
- Mettre l'accidentd sur le contd

latdrale et consulter un mddecin.

There are no user serviceable com-
ponents inside the equipment, live
parts are laid open when removing
protective covers and shieldings. lt is

essential therefore to ensure that the
subsequent safety rules are strictly
observed when performing service
work or repairs.

Servicing of electronic equipment
must be performed by qualified per-

sonnel only.

Belore removing covers:
Switch off the equipment and unplug
the mains cable.

When the equipment is open:
- Discharge power supplY- and

motor capacitors through a suitable
resistor.

- Components, that carry heavY
electrical loads, such as power
transistors and resistors as well as
solenoid coils and motors should
not be touched before a cooling otf
interval as a precaution to avoid
burns.

Servicing rinprotected and opera-
ting equipment:
- Never touch bare wires or circuitry
- Use insulated tools only
- Never touch metal semiconductor

cases because they may carry high
voltages

Separate the person as quickly as
possible lrom the electric power
soutcel
- by switching off the equipment,
- unplugging or disconnecting the

mains cable,
- pushing the person away from the

power source by using dry
insulating material (such as wood
or plastic).

- After having sustained an electric
shock, always consult a doctor.

WARNING!
DO NOTTOUCH THE PERSON OR
HIS CLOTHING BEFORE POWER
IS TURNED OFF, OTHERWISE
YOU STAND THE RISK OF SU-
STAINING AN ELECTRIC SHOCK
AS WELL

lf the person is unconscious
- Check the pulse,
- reanimate the person if respiration

is poor,
- lay the body own and turn it to one

side, call lor a doctor immediately.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

ERSTE HILFE (bei Stromunfällen)

1. Bei einem Stromunfall die betroffe.
ne Person raschmöglichst vom FIRST AID (in case of electric shock)
Strom trennen:

1.

2.
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

3.1 Quick Reference Description

Its salient features are:

With its compact and rugged design, its system flexibility, and the high operating
convenience afforded by its microprocessor, the STUDER AB07 tape recorder
satisfies all requirements of a universal studio machine, be it radio or television
studios, recording studios, theater, film, auditoriums, or scientific institutes.

. Highly stable die-cast aluminum alloy chassis for the tape transport, the
headblock, and other assemblies. The new design extends the possible tape
capacity and allows operation with 1000 m standard tape.

r Hall-commutated brushless DC capstan motor with capacitative tacho sensor
for highly accurate tape speed and outstanding acceleration and deceleration
rates.

r Fast tape deck with high tape spooling speeds and gentle processing of the
tapes by electronically controlled tape tension, 2 controlled AC spooling
motors with photoelectric tacho sensors and noncontacting tape tension
sensor.

. Precision electronic tape counter with real-time indication. Photoelectric
scanning of the guide roller rotation.

r Easy editing: motor-assisted with variable spooling speed (SHUTTLE mode) or
manually by turning the right-hand reel (one-handed editing). For cueing in
spooling mode, the high end of the frequency response is lowered.

r Monitor speaker below the tape deck cover or in the penthouse.
r Manually operable shield above the reproduce head; can remain closed in

spooling mode.

Due to the enormous system flexibility, a suitable AB07 version is available for any
type of application:

r The basic version is available as a mono, 2-channel or stereo machine with or
without external instrument panel.

. Special versions are available for timecode applications and for 1/2" tape (four
channels).

. Can be operated in horizontal, inclined, or vedical position.

. Three of four available tape speeds can be selected: 315 /7.5 I 15 / 30 ips.
Depending on the configuration either the slowest or the fastest speed is not
available.

. The inputs and outputs are balanced and floating, with input/output
transformers.

r Either with selector switch for two tape types with different calibration data, or
with selector switch for NAB/CCIR equalization.

t Tero locator and transfer locator for up to 3 addresses as standard features.
. Dolby HX PRO headroom extension system as standard feature.
r Equipped with varispeed (variable tape speed).
r Keys for input and output selection on models equipped with VU meters:

EDITION: OCTOBEFI 1991 E 1/1



STUDER A8O7 MKII

The following options are
available:

lnput selection:
r MIC ON (microphone input; this input does not exist on units equipped with

external instrument panel) ;

r LINE ON (line input). The microphone inputs are always equipped with a 48 V
phantom power (changeover lo 24 or 12 V possible.

Output selection:
r INPUT,
. REPRO, and
. SYNC (reproduction via record head).

r VU-meter panel with input and output selection keys, level potentiometer for
recording.

r Adjustable for line voltages of 100 to 140 V / 2OO to 240 VAC, t 10%, 50...60
Hz.

' Can be remote controlled from a terminal or personal computer via an RS232
interface.

r Connection facilities for fader start circuit, parallel and serial remote control.

High operating convenience afforded by microprocessor control:

r The last operating state is saved when the machine is switched off: tape
counter, locator addresses, tape speed, setting of the input and output
selectors. The STOP mode is automatically activated when the machine is
powered on again.

r Drop in by pressing only the REC key in play mode (internally programmable)
r Drop out by pressing PI-AY during a recording.
r Reduced spooling speed (LIBRARY WIND): A lower spooling speed can be

selected for producing pancakes that are to be saved in the library.
. REVERSE PI-AY
r TAPE DUMP (waste basket mode with disabled take-up motor).
. l-AP TIME (second time level for measuring individual tape segments without

influencing the main tape counter).
r Adjustment of the audio parameters and setting of "soft jumpers" via the

keyboard.
. LOC START positions the magnetic tape automatically at the address at which

the last play or record command (for standstill) was entered.

r Mono/stereo switch with or without test generator (60, 125 Hz, 1 , 10, 16 kHz).
r Tape scissors and tape marker as well as a headblock cover plate with

integrated scissors/splicing block.
r Additional splicing block for units without VU-meter.
r Synchronizerinterface.
r Extern connection for INSERT-lnput (slave points).
r Audio remote port.
r Elapsed time meter.
r Noise reduction port.
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

1.2 Standard Versions

1.2.1 Full-track versions Order No.

4807-1

4807-1VU

4807-1 VUK **

4807.1 VUK HS **

!

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Machine for 1/4" tape
Mono with full-track erase head.
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
Mono with full{rack erase head.
With channelcontrol.
Microphone input with phantom power
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer integrated in
the operator panel
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
Mono with fulltrack erase head.
with channelcontrol.
Monitor speaker and VU-meter with an input level po-
tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
Mono with fulltrack erase head.
with channel control.
Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-
tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

60.1 16.0721 1

60.116.07212

60.116.07213

60.116.07215

I

!

T

I

I

T

t

I

!

I

I

I

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

T
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

A8O7-1 VU PBO*
r Machine tor 1/4" lape.
r Mono, reproduce-only (recording electronics not

retrofittable).
r Without channel control.
r Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
r VU-meter and output level potentiometer integrated

in operator panel.
r Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8').
. Three tape speeds (3.75 17.5 / 15 ips). 1000 m band.
. Varispeed (variable tape speed).
. Chassis version.

60.116.07217

Order No.1.2.2 Stereo versions

4807-0.75

4807-0.75 VU

4807-0.75 VU HS

I

I

I

I

r
t
I

I

t

I

I

I

I

Machine for 1/4" tape.
Stereo with 0.75 mm track separation, full track erase
head.
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine lor 1/4" lape.
Stereo with 0.75 mm track separation, overlapping
erasure.
Microphone input with phantom power.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine tor 1f 4" lape.
Stereo with 0.75 mm track separation, overlapping
erasure.
Microphone input with phantom power.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

60.116.07221

60.116.07222

60.116.07223

I

I

I

I

I

I

r
T

I

I

I

I

!
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

4807-0.75 VUK**

4807-0.75 PBO*

A807-0.75 VUK HS** r Machine for 1/4" tape. 60.116.07225
t 2-Frack/stereo with 0.75 mm track separation,

overlapping erasure.
r Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-

tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.

. Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
r Threetape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
. Varispeed (variable tape speed).
. Console version.

4807-0.75 PBO*

r Machine lor 1f 4" lape.
. 2-f rack/stereo with 0.75 mm track separation,

overlapping erasure.
r Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-

tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.

r Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
r Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
r Varispeed (variable tape speed).
r Console version.

r Machine tor 114" lape.
. Stereo with 0.75 mm track separation, reproduce-only

(recording electronics not retrofittable).
r Without channel control.
r Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
r Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
r Threetape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).

' Varispeed (variable tape speed).
r Chassis version.

. Machine for 1/4" tape.
r Stereo with 0.75 mm track separation, reproduce-only

(recording electronics not retrofittable).
r Without channel control.
r Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
r VU-meter with output level potentiometer integrated in

operator panel.
r Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8").
r Three tape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips). 1000 m band.
. Varispeed (variable tape speed).
. Chassis version.

60.116.07224

60.1't6.07226

60.116.O7227
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

1.2.3 Two-track versions Order No.

A.807-2F

A807-2/2

A8O7-2/2VU

4807-2/2VUK HS

t
t

I

I

I

I

I

r

Machine lor 1/4" lape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation, full-track
erase head.
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation, over-
lapping erasure.
With channel control, without VU-meter and input/
output level potentiometers.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Threetape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation, over-
lapping erasure.
Microphone input with phantom power.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometers and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer inte-
grated in the operator panel.
Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation.
Microphone input with phantom power.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

60.1 16.07230

60.116.07231

60.116.07232

60.116.07264

I

I

!

I

I

I

T

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
t
I

I

I

I

I

a

t
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

A8O7-2/2 VUK**

A8O7-2/2VUK HS**

4807-2

Ä.807-2 PBO*

4807.2 VU PBO

I

I

Machine lor 1/4" lape.
2-Track/slereo with 2 mm track separation, over-
lapping erasure.
Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-
tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine for 1/4" lape.
2-Track/slereo with 2 mm track separation, over-
lapping erasure.
Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-
tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
Stereo with 2 mm track separation, overlapping
erasure.
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine for 1/4" lape.
Stereo with 2 mm track separation, reproduce-only
(recording electronics not retrofittable)
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

Machine lor 1/4" tape.
Stereo with 2 mm track separation, reproduce-only
(recording electronics not retrofittable)
Without channel control.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Vu-meter with output level potentiometer built into
tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8"). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Chassis version.

60.116.07234

60.116.07265

60.1 16.07233

60.1 16.07236

60.1 16.07237

I

I

I

I

T

I

I

I

I

I

:
I

I

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

T

I

I

I

I

I

I

a

t
I

I

I
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1.2.4 Timecode versions Order No.

A807-2 TC

A8O7-2 TC VU

A807-2 TC VUK

4807-2 TC HS

t
t
I

I

I

I

I

I

t

t
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

T

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Machine for 1/4" tape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation.
Microphone input with phantom power.
With time code head and electronics.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (1 1.8). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine for 1/4" tape.
2-Track/slereo with 2 mm track separation.
Microphone input with phantom power.
With time code head and electronics.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (1 1.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine lor 1/4" lape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation.
Microphone input with phantom power.
With time code head and electronics.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (1 1.8'). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (3.75 /7.5 / 15 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Machine lor 1/4" lape.
2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation.
With time code head and electronics.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8). '1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7"5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

60.116.07241

60.116.07242

60.1 16.07243

60.116.07244I

T

a

I
I
!

T

I
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STUDER A8O7 MKII

A807-2 TC VU HS r Machine for 1/4" tape.
. 2-Track/stereo with 2 mm track separation.
r Microphone input with phantom power.
. With time code head and electronics.
r Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
r VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel

control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.

r Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8). 1000 m band.
r Three tape speeds (7 .5 / 15 / 30 ips).
r Varispeed (variable tape speed).
r Console version.

60.116.07245

A8O7-2 TC VUK HS . Machine lor 1/4" tape. 60.116.07246
t 2-Trackfstereo with 2 mm track separation.
r With time code head and electronics.
r Monitor speaker and VU-meter with input level po-

tentiometer and channel control as well as output
level potentiometer built into the instrument panel.

. Maximum reeldiameter300 mm (11.8'). 1000 m band.
r Three tape speeds (3.75 / 7.5 / 15 ips).
r Varispeed (variable tape speed).
. Console version.

Notes: *
4807 PBO and A807 VU PBO (Playback only) versions cannot be upgraded
with record facilities.

**
On request, special instrument panels for 19" rack mounting (in place of the
wooden side panels) are available for all VUK versions. The rack mounting
brackets 1.727.071.00 must be ordered in this case.
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1.2.5 4-Track 1/2" -versions Order No.

A807-4 1/2" VUK HS

A8o7-4 1/2',TC VUK HS

Additional Manuals

I
a

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t
I

Machine lor 1f2" lape
1/2" machine, 4-track with 4-track erase head
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 282 mm (11.35).

Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console verslon.

Machine tor 1f2" tape.
1f2" machine, 4-track with 4-track erase head
With time code head and electronics.
Monitor speaker built into tape deck cover.
VU-meter with input level potentiometer and channel
control as well as output level potentiometer built into
the operator panel.
Maximum reel diameter 300 mm (11.8). 1000 m band.
Three tape speeds (7.5 / 15 / 30 ips).
Varispeed (variable tape speed).
Console version.

Operating and seruice instruction manual MKll (German)
Operating and service instruction manual MKll (English)

60.116.07060

60.1 16.07261

10.27.1410
1A.27.1420
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1.3 Options (only for 1/4"-Recorder) Order No.

Tape scissors

Tape marker

Tape scissors and lape
marker

Cutting/splicing block

Cutting/splicing block

Cutting splicing block

Mono/stereo switch

Mono/stereo switch with
test generator

Mono/stereo switch for
(PBO) reproduce-only

12 V Phantom power
conversion kit
(instead ol48 V)

!

I

Kit for all versions
(Except: Time code versions).

Kit for Time code versions.

r Kit for all versions.

Kit for all versions
(Except: Time code versions).

Kit for Time code versions

For installation on the operator panel
For versions with VU-meters installed in the
instrument panel or for versions without VU-meter.

Headblock cover designed as a cutting/splicing block.
For all versions. (Except: Time code versions).

. For Time code versions.

r For all record/reproduce versions.

For all versions. With built-in booster amplifier
for 10 and 20 dB and test generator (60, 125H2;1, 10,6 kHz).

r For all (PBO) reproduce only versions.

r For all versions with balanced microphone input.

20.807.894.00

20.807.889.00

20.807.896.00

20.807.895.00

20.807.890.00

20.807.173.00

20.807.172.00

20.807.887.00

20.807.176.00

20.807.174.00

20.807.'t 68.00

20.807.175.00
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1.3.1 Options lor 1f 4"- and 1f2"-versions Order No.

Elapsed time meter

lnterlace Audio remote

Synchronizer control port

Stereo monitor panel

Stereo monitor VU panel

Mono monitorVU panel

Reelshell

Light barrier

I

I

Electromechanical hour meter

Audio channel remote control interface
(1 .228.512.00 or 1 .328.51 5.00)

Kit for all versions
(Standard for TC-versions)

External stereo monitor panel without VU-meter
panel, with channel selector, wiring and connection
components, for all versions. Only installable on
consoles with penthouse (20.020.205.01 )

External stereo monitor panel without VU-meter
panelwith channel selector, wiring and connection
components, for all versions. Only installable on
consoles with penthouse (20.020.205.01 )

External stereo monitor panel without VU-meter
panelwith channel selector, wiring and connection
components, for all versions. Only installable on
consoles with penthouse (20.020.205.01 )

Seryes as a storage area; in place of the penthouse.
Only installable on consoles with penthouse (20.020.205.07 /.17)

Conversion kit light barrier for clear leader tape detection
with adjustable delay.

20.807.899.00

20.807.947.00

20.807.177.00

20.807.163.00

20.807.164.00

20.807.166.00

21.811.560.00

10.023.513.00
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1.4 Accessories and service aids

1.4.1 Standard accessories Order No.

Set:

1 Power cord 2.5 m, EURO connector
1 Set of audio connectors, XLR (per channel)
1 Allen screwdriver 2.0 mm
1 Allen screwdriver 2.5 mm
1 Allen screwdriver 3.0 mm
1 Allen screwdriver 4.0 mm

5 Fuses 5x20 mm, 1. A SLOW
5 Fuses 5x20 mm, 1.6 A SLOW
5 Fuses 5x20 mm, 2 A SLOW
5 Fuses 5x20 mm, 3.15 A SLOW
5 Fuses 5x20 mm, 4 A SLOW
2 VU-meter bulbs 6 V/30 mA
1 Label set
6 S-screw lS M3x6

20.o20.302.32

10.223.001.01

26.06.1020
10.258.003.09
10.258.003.10

26.06.1040

51.01.01 17
51.01.0119
51.01.0120
51.01.0122
51 .01 .0123
51.02.0144

1.727.100.58
21.51.2354

1.4.2 Consoles

1/4" Consoles:

1/2" Consoles:

Consoles for TC versions

A807 console complete with wooden side panels. Tilt
mechanism integrated in console complete with castors.
(Rack mounlkit 1.727.071.00 not required for installing
A807 into the economy console).
Operational height: 840 mm.

Console with Traverse for TC machines with
overbridge or elternal stereo monitor panel.
Console with Pedestal Rack 19'/3U for TC machines
with overbridge or external stereo monitor panel.

Console with Traverse for TC machines without
overbridge or external stereo monitor panel.
Console with Pedestal Rack 19'/3U for TC machines
without overbridge or external stereo monitor panel.

Console with Traverse for 4-1 /2" VUK machine
(with overbridge).
Console with Pedestal Rack 19'/3U lor 4-1/2" VUK
(with overbridge).

Console with Traverse (without overbridge)
Console with Pedestal Rack 19'/3U (without overbridge)

I

I

20.020.205.07

20.020.205.17

20.020.205.27

20.020.205.37

20.020.205.10

20.020.205.20

20.020.205.27.
20.020.205.37.
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1.4.3 Gonsoles accessories Order No.

19" Rack

Overbridge with shelf

Side brackets

Blanking panels for rack
base

Retrofit kit for three 19" modules
with a height of 40.58 mm each.
(For 1/4" and 1/2" consoles).

for overbridge/external, stereo monitor
panel version of studio console lor 1f 4"

versions.

Pair of side brackets, for enlargement of overall
witdth of recorder surface, keeps reels within
profile of console.

Filler panels for 19" pedestal rack:

. 1U width, anodized finish
t 2U width, anoidzed finish

' 3U width, anodized finish

r 1U width, gray paint finish
. 2U width, gray paint finish

' 3U width, gray paint finish

1 unit = 40,58 mm

. Screw for 19" rack mounting, M6 x 12

r Screw for 19" rack mounting, M6 x 16
r Washer for 19" rack mounting, M6

1.058.057.00

21.811.560.00

1.058.081.00

1.918.001.00
1 .918.002.00
1 .918.003.00

1 .918.01 1 .00
1 .918.012.00
1.918.013.00

2'1.99.0164
21.99.0167
23.99.0121
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1.4.4 Remote controls Order No.

Parallel transpon remote controller
table cabinet, with 15 m connection
cable (vacant space for 21.328.253.00
varispeed controller)

Vari-speed controller for instaltation
into cabinet of 20.820.366.00 controller

25 pin D-connector
Secondary (pass through) connector
for installation into cabinet of
20.820.366.00 controller

STUDER standard module
Parallel transport remote controller,
STUDER standard module dimension,
1 module width, with 15 m connection cable

Vari-speed controller
STUDER standard module dimension,
'l module width
(without connection cable)

Flat ribbon cable, 0.3 m
for connecting vari-speed controller to
20.820.367 .00 parallel transport
remote controller

Connection cable, 15 m
for connecting vari-speed controller
to machine directly (25D)

Varispeed controller
deluxe version with digital readout of
speed deviation in percentage and halftones
STUDER standard module dimension,
1 module width (without connection cable)

Audio channel remote control
lor 2 channels and TC channel
STUDER standard modul, dimension
1 module width, with 15 m connection cable.
(Requires machine option 20.807.947.00).

Audio channel remote control
lor 4 channels and TG channel
STUDER standard modul, dimension
2 module width, with 15 m connection cable.
(Requires machine option 20.807.947.00).

1.328.250.00

21.328.253.04

1.328.254.00

20.820.367.00

21.328.290.00

1 .023.102.03

1.328.292.00

1.328.280.00

21.328.512.00

1.328.512.00
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Connectors to options and
remote control ports.

Table cabinet

Connector to serial remote control port
9-pin D-connector, screwJock type

Connector to parallel remote control port
25-pin D-connector, screwJock type
(Key position 24).

Connector to synchronizer
25-pin D-connector, screwlock type
(key position 8/24)

for STUDER standard modul remote control
accepting 6 STUDER standard modules.

Filler panels for table cabinet

1 module width, anodized finish
2 module width, anodized finish
3 module width, anodized finish

1 module width, gray paint finish
2 module width, gray paint finish
3 module width, gray paint finish
5 module width, gray paint linish

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

20.020.303.07

20.020.303.16

20.020.303.15

1.328.095.00

1.038.341.00
1.038.342.00
1.038.343.00

1 .328.185.00
1 .328.186.00
1 .328.187.00
1 .328.189.00
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1.4.5 Remote displays Order No.

Remote counter

TC remote counter

Mounting lrames

1.4.6 Reel adapters

r Serialremote counter
with Sdigit display, counter reset and
zero loc function for desk top use or
installation into mounting frame
'1.328.275.31 /32/33, with 15 m connection cable.
(H = 50,8x W = 157x D = 130mm)

r Remote timer display
connection cable Dtyp 15 m
D{yp 15 pol/9 pol

r Remote bus connection cable 15 m
D-typ 9 pol

r TC remote display
display lo 24/25 fps. for desk top use
with 15 m connection cable.
Display suitable for A807 TC machines only.
(H = 50,8xW = 157xD = 130mm)

Standard modul 5 units (190 x 202,9 mm)
Mounting frame with mounting position.

r For installation of one remote counter.
r For installation of two remote counters.
. For installation of three remote counters.

20.020.100.30

1.328.330.00
1.328.333.81

1.862.421.00

21.328.285.00

1.328.275.31
1.328.275.32
1.328.275.33

NAB adapter, standard, for 1/4" Reel

NAB adapter, professional, with
aluminium hand piece, lor 1f 4" reel

DIN adapter with tape reel flange,
tor 1f 4" hub (11,8")

DIN hub 1/4", metallic

NAB metal reel, empty, 1/4'(10.5)

NAB metal reel, empty, 1/2" (10.5^l

89.01.0354

1.013.332.00

1.013.047.00

10.200.003.01

10.213.001.01

10.213.001.04
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1.4-7 Service utensils Order No.

STUDER tape splicing kit

STUDER cleaning kit in
carrying case

Head cleaner:

Aluminite cleaner:

Service tools:

I

I

Comprising a cutting and editing block, one antimagnetic
cutting blade, splicing tabs, and a grease pen for marking
the tape.

Contains 1 bottle of head cleaner,
1 bottle of aluminite cleaner,
lint-free non woven fleece squares,
and a piece of buckskin.

Replacement bottle
'l litre

. Replacement bottle
r 1 litre

. Tool case (basic kit) with soldering iron and demagnetizing
choke for 1 10 V.

Tool case (basic kit) with soldering iron and demagnetizing
choke tor 220Y.

Supplementary tool kit for 4807 tape recorder, including
extension cord for the capstan motor ('1.727.216.00)
and the spooling motors (1 .727.217.00)

Extension cable for capstan motor control PCB
Extension cable for spooling motor control PCB

10.030.452.40

10.496.010.00

10.496.021.00
10.496.022.00

10.496.025.00
10.496.026.00

20.020.001.20

20.020.oo1.21

20.020.001.38

1.727.216.00
1.727.217.00

T

T
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1.4.8 Accessories Order No.

Wooden side panels,
transport cover

Carrying case

Rack mounting kit

Dust covers

r Wooden side panels with recessed carrying grips.

Transport cover, also offers space for two tape reels
and the connection cables. (Wooden side panels
1 .7 27 .069.00 are required).

Made of aluminum, extremely sturdy, requires
rack mounting kit (1 .727.071.00). The tape recorder
can be operated directly when the lid is opened.

Contains two mounting brackets and mounting
accessories for installing an 4807 into a 19" rack.
This kit is not required for STUDER consoles.

Dust cover plastic for machines in economy studio
console without overbridge

Dust cover plastic for machines in economy studio
console with overbrid ge

Dust cover plastic for table top machine in vefiical
operating position (with wooden side panels)

Dust cover plastic for table top machine in horizontal
operating position (with wooden side panels)

1.727.069.00

1.727.074.81

10.386.001.01

1 .727.A71 .00

10.578.807.02

10.578.807.03

10.578.807.04

10.578.807.05
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1.5 Technical data

1.5.1 Technical dala 1f 4"

Spooling motors:

Capstan motor:

Tape deck control:

Tape counter:

Starting time:

Winding time:

Braking time:

Winding at reduced speed:

Tape reels:

Tape width:

Tape speeds:

Tape speed deviation:

Varispeed:

Two direct driving external-rotor AC asynchronous
motors with active 3-phase control, controlled frequency
correction, and switched motor output stages.

Brushless DC motor with hall element commutation.

Via microprocessor, for all functions and function
transitions.

S-Position LED indication in hours, minutes, and seconds
at all tape speeds, from zero in reverse direction with
negative sign, decrementing. Range:

At 15 ips tape speed, 1000 m tape with DIN hub or 762 m
(2500 ft) tape with NAB reel (for reaching 200% of the
specified wow-and-fl utter rating)

for 760 m tape
for 1000 m tape

from winding speed

LIBRARY WIND mode

Max. reeldiameter
Min. hub diameter, left
Min. hub diameter, right
Reel adapter

The maximum pancake capacity with professional
magnetic tape (thickness 50 pm) is

Normalversions:
Switch-selectable:

HS versions:
Switch-selectable:

-9h59min59s
... 29 h 59 min 59 s

approx. 0.8 s

<90 s
< 120 s

approx. 3 s

approx. 5 m/s

11,s', f 300 mm
1.8" / 45 mm
2.4" f 6O mm

NAB/DIN, Cin6,3-prong

3280 tt (1000 m)

1/4" 16.3 mm

15, 7.5, 3.75 ips
38.1, 19.05, 9.525 cm/s

30, 15, 7.5 ips
76.2,38.1, 19.05 cm/s

3.75 ips
7.5 ips
15 ips
30 ips

ma>c +0.2o/o

+7...-1.5 sT
+7...-7 sT
+7...-7 sT
+7...-7 sT

E 1/20
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Wow and flutter:

Tape slip:

Tape tension:

Line inputs:

lnput levels:

Microphone inputs:

lnput level:

Noise factor:

Phantom power:

Output meters:

Line outputs:

Peak value weighted, according to DIN 45507 or IEC
publ. 386. Ambient air temperature 0... + 40'C,
Nominaltape speeds.

Controlled in all tape transport functions, measured with
spring dynamometer; in record and play mode. Factory
setting based on horizontal operating position.
Nominal: (70 p)

Adjustable:

Via transformer,
lnput impedance:
Connector:

r NAB:
For operating level (0 VU)
lnternally adjustable

. CCIR:
For peak level (0 VU + 6 dB)
lnternally adjustable

. UNCAL:
(for versions with VU meters and input

/output level potentiometers).
Max. increase of the input sensitivity
Max. admissible input level
lnternal adjustment range of the working magnetic
flux with the above input levels:

Via transformer,
lnput impedance:

Without attenuator (max. -26 dBu):
With attenuator (max. 2.6 dBull kHz; 0 dBula} Hz)

Rq=zooo

(Convertible to + 12 V)

VU versions:
LED peak program meter:

Via transformer,
Source impedance: (1 kHz)

3.75 ips: +0.10%
7.5 ips:t0.07%

15 ips:t0.05%
30 ips:t0.05%

Max.0.18

0.7 N
0.5...1.8 N

balanced, floating
30 Hz ...2O kHz >7,5 kn

xLR, IEC 268-12

+4 dBu
-30 ... + 12 dBu

+6 dBu
-24... + 18 dBu

10 dB
+24 dBu

100... 1000 nWb/m

balanced, floating
> 1.2 kA

-82 dBu
-54 dBu

<5 dB

+48 V

VU-meter
0VU +6 / +9 / +12d8

balanced, floating
<50 n
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Output level:

Headphones output:

Monitor speaker:

Equalizations:

NAB
For operating level (0 VU, into 600 o load
lnternally adjustable
CCIR:
For peak level (0 VU + 6 dB) into 600 a load
lnternally adjustable -11 ...

r UNCAL: (for versions with VU meters and input/output
level potentiometers).
Max, increase of the reproduce gain
Max. output level

lnternal adjustment range of the reproduce gain
for working magnetic flux of

Short-circuit-proof, RL > 600 o / Ri = 220 a;

Output of power amp.

Switch-selectable

,17 ...

into 600 a load
into 200 a load

+ 4dBu
+12 dBu

+ 6dBu
+ 18dB

10 dB
+24 dBu
+22dBu

100 ... 1000 nWb/m

max. 5.0 V

max. 0.7 W

NAB/CCrR/AES
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Equalization time
constants:

Frequency response,
record/reproduce mode:

Frequency response, sync
track reproduction :

Signal-to-noise ratio
record/reprod uce mode:

CCIR: Equalization according to CCIR, measured with tape type AGFA PER528,
BASF LGR50 or equivalent tape.

' Full track, 6.3 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

nWb/m 250 320 320 320

Unweighted according
to CClR468-ll

57 dB 61 dB 62 dB 64 dB

Weighted according
to CClR468-ll

48 dB 51 dB 52 dB s4 dB

Weighted according
to ASA-A (lEC17e)

62 dB 64 dB 65 dB 67 dB

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

NAB 90/3180 ps 50/3180 ps 50/3180 ps 17,5/* ps (AES)

cclR 90/3180 ps 70/* ys 35/- ps 17,5/* ps (AES)

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

t2 dB 3A Hz...12kHz 30 H2...16 kHz 3O Hz..2O k{z 4AHz...22kHz

tl dB 30 H2...8 kHz 3O Hz...12kHz 50 H2...18 kHz 60 H2...20 kHz

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

x2dB 40 H2...5 kHz 40 H2...10 kHz 4O Hz...12kHz 5OHz...12k4z
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r Stereo 2.75 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

nWb/m 400 510 510 510

Unweighted according
to CClR468-ll

57 dB 61 dB 62 dB 64 dB

Weighted according
to cclR468-ll

48 dB 51 dB 53 dB 54 dB

Weighted according
to ASA-A (lEC17s)

62 dB 65 dB 66 dB 68 dB

t 2-Track,2 mm trackwidth:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

nWb/m 400 510 510 510

Unweighted according
to CClR468-ll

56 dB 60 dB 61 dB 63 dB

Weighted according
to CClR468-ll

47 dB 50 dB 52 dB 53 dB

Weighted according
to ASA-A(IEC17s)

61 dB 64 dB 65 dB 67 dB

NAB: Equalization according to NAB, measured with magnetic tape SCOTCH 3M 226
or equivalent type.

. Full track, 6.3 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cmls

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

nWb/m 510 1 040 1 040 1 040

Linear, RMS,
30 H2...20 kHz 62 dB 73 dB 71 dB 74 dB

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to DIN 45633; IEC 179B

66 dB 76 dB 74 dB 78dB
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r Stereo, 2.75 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

nWb/m 510 1040 1 040 1040

Linear,RMS, 30H2...20 kH, 58 dB 69 dB 67 dB 70 dB

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to DIN 45633; IEC 1798

63 dB 73 dB 71 dB 75 dB

t 2-Track,2 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cmls

nWb/m 510 1040 1040 1040

Linear, RMS,
3O Hz.-2O kHz 56 dB 68 dB 66 dB 69 dB

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to DIN 45633; IEC 1798

61 dB 72dB 70 dB 74 dB

Sync mode:

Harmonic distortion

Channel separation:

Erase efliciency:

r All versions:
RMS value, ASA-A (lEC179 / DIN a5ffi3):
Same values as measured with tape in Record - sync - play mode

CCIR:

NAB: Peak level, record/reproduce, measured with tape type 3M226.

K3: (RL = 600 o)

According to DIN 45521, at 15 ips / 1

With 2{rack erase head, at 15 ips / 1

With fulltrack erase head, at 15 ips /

kHz

k{z
1 kHz

s5 dB

75 dB
78 dB

Peak level, record/reproduce, measured with tape type 3M226.

3,75 ips / 315 Hz (400 nWb/m)
7,5 ips / l kHz (510 nWb/m)
15 ips / 1 kHz (510 nWb/m)
30 ips / 1 kHz (510 nWb/m)

1,5 0/o

1,2 0/o

1,0 0/o

1,O o/o

3,75 ips / 315H2 (400 nWb/rn)
7,5 ips / l kHz (510 nWb/m)
1s ips / 1 kHz (510 nWb/m)
30 ips / 1 kHz (s10 nWb/m)

1,0 o/o

1,0 o/o

1,0 o/o

1,0 o/o
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Erase and bias frequency:

Power requirements:

Power fuse:

Power consumption:

Admissible power failure:

Parallel interface:

Serial interface:

Ambient temperature
range:

Relative humidity:

Operating position:

Safety standards:

Weight:

Recording (2 CH) approx.
Fast forward/rewind approx.
Maximum connected load

For retaining the operational state max.

For controlling the tape transport functions, the variable
tape speed (varispeed), and the fader stad input.

(RS232) for remote control of allfunctions.

Operation:

153.60 kHz

100/120/140/2o0l22ol24oY + 10% 50...60 Hz

3.154/250Vslow
1.60A/250Vslow

70 VA
150 VA
180 VA
3OO VA

100 ms

25 pin D-type

9 pin D-type

32...104"F (0...40'C)

2O...9O o/"

At all tape speeds

Switch-selectable:

100...140 v
200...240v

ldle approx.

Noncondensing

From horizontal to vertical.

According to IEC recommendation, publication 65, protection
category (power filter, power switch, power fuse, power transformer,
and voltage selector according to categories I and ll).

Chassis version approx. 30 kg

The technical data apply to any operating position between horizontal and vertical.

We reserve the right to make changes as technical progress may warrant.
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1.5.2 Technical data 1f4"Timecode

The time code channel corresponds to the IEC publication 461, DIN 45511, part 7.

Track width/track location: ln center of tape 0.38 mm

SMPTE/EBUCode format:

Tape speeds:
30 ips - 15 ips - 7.5 ips
76,2 - 38,1 - 19,05 cm/s

Magnetic llux ol the 729 nWb/mpp t3 dB
time code track:

Time code channel input: With transformer balanced and floating
lnput impedance >10 kn

lnput level:

Nominal:
Minimum:
Maximum:

2 vpp
0.25 Vpp

4 vpp

Time code channel output: With transformer balanced and floating
Output impedance s40 a
Output level:
Load>2004 2vpp

Crosstalk from code Relative to 510 nWb/m tape flux of the audio track, > 90dB
channel to audio channel: for all components of the time code signal.

Time code delay unit: OIME CODE DELAY UNIT) Selectable time code delay for:
r Coincident time code and audio track recording or re-

prod uction at 24 / 25 / 29.97 / 30 frames/sec

Coincidence error: at 38,1 cm/s (15 ips) 14 ms

Timecode display: internal LED showing valid code

80-Bit address code
(switch sel ectable 24 / 25 / 29.97 / 30 lrames / second )
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1.5.3 Technical data 1f 4" reproduce, CCIR

Frequency response,
reproduce: 3,75 ips

9,5 cm/s
/,b rps
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

tl dB 30 H2...8 kHz 3O Hz...12k{z 50 H2...18 kHz

x.2dB 30Hz...12kHz 30 H2...16 kHz 30 H2...20 kHz

Signal-to-noise ratio Equalization according to CCIR, measured with tape type AGFA PER 528.
reproduce mode: r Full track, 6.3 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

nWb/m 250 320 320

Linear, RMS
30 Hz - 20 k{z 57 dB 60 dB 61 dB

cclR46B-ll
(DrN 45405)
quasi peak

47 dB 50 dB 52 dB

. Stereo 2.75 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

nWb/m 400 510 510

Linear, RMS
30 Hz - 2O kHz 57 dB 60 dB 61 dB

cctR468-il
(DtN 45405)
quasi peak

48 dB 51dB 53 dB

r 2-Track, 2 mm track width:

3,75 ips
9,5 cm/s

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

nWb/m 400 510 510

Linear, RMS
30 Hz - 20 k{z 56 dB 59 dB 61 dB

cclR468-il
(DrN 4s40s)
quasi peak

46 dB 49 dB 51 dB
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1.5.4 Technical data 4-lrack 1 f 2"

Tape speeds:

Tape speed deviation:

Tape width:

Track width:

Wow and flutter:

Winding time:

Braking time:

Tape tension:

Tape reels

Equilization

Equlization time constants:

Frequency response,
record/reproduce:

Frequency, response sync
track reproduction:

from winding speed

nominal

NAB-reel diameter

NAB/CCIR switchable

30 ips - 15 ips - 7.5 ips
76,2 - 38,1 - 19,05 cm/s

max. x0,2o/o

1/2" (12,6mm)

4 x 0,069 inch (4 x 1,75 mm)

< 90s

app. 3 s

110 gr.

265 mm

Peak value weighted, according to DIN 45507 or IEC

30 ips
15 ips
7,5 ips

max. 0,05 7o

max. 0,05 %
max. O,O7 Vo

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

NAB 50/3180 ps 50/3180 us 17,5/- ps

ccrR 70/- ps 35/- ps 17,5/- ps

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

+1 dB 3O H2...12 k{z 50 Hz...1B kHz 100 H2...20 kHz

t3 dB 30 H2...16 kHz 30 Hz...2O kHz 40 Hz...22kHz

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

12 dB 40 H2...8 kHz 40 Hz...12k{z 6A Hz...12kHz
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ccrR

Signalto-noise ratio Equalization relative to 51OnWb/m magnatic tape AGFA PEM 469
record/reprod uce mode:

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
75 cm/s

Linear, RMS
30 Hz - 2O k{z

58 dB 60 dB 62 dB

cclR468-ll
(DlN 45405)
quasi peak

48 dB 51 dB 53 dB

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to IEc-publ. 179
(DrN 45633)

63 dB 65 dB 67 dB

Signalto-noise ratio
record/sync mode:

Equalization relative to 510nWb/m magnetic tape AGFA PEM 469

NAB

Signalto-noise ratio
record/reproduce mode:

Equalization relative to 510nWb/m magnetic tape Scotch-3M 226

/,5 rps
ts cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to IEO-publ. 179
(DrN 45633)

63 dB 65 dB 67 dB

/,5 lps
ts cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

Linear, RMS
30 Hz - 2O k{z

61 dB s9 dB 62 dB

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to IEC-publ. 179
(DrN 45633)

66 dB 64 dB 67 dB
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Signalto-noise ratio
record/sync mode:

NAB and CCIR

Harmonic distortion
record/reproduce mode:

Channel separation:

Erase efliciency:

Power requirements:

Equalization relative to 510 nWb/m magnetic tape Scotch -AM 226

1 kHz,510 nWb/m

According to DIN 45521, 1 kHz

1kH2,510 nWb/m 38cm/s (15 ips)

(at nominalvoltage):

>55d8

>75d8

Admissible power failure: For retaining the operational state max. 100ms.

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

RMS value, ASA-A
weighted according
to IEC-publ. 179
(DrN 45633)

65 dB 63 dB 67 dB

7,5 ips
19 cm/s

15 ips
38 cm/s

30 ips
76 cm/s

max.: 1,0 o/o 1,0 0/o 1,O o/o

ldle approx.:
Recording approx.:
Spooling approx.:
Max. power consumption:

1OO VA
200 vA
220V4
360 VA
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1.5.5 Dimensions A807 MKll 1/4" (in mm)

=r

=o

:OOOOOO.
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f-set 1 .058.081-00

306 without

1.058.057.00
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1 .5.6 Dimensions A807 MK/' l /2" (in mm)
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TLS_

=- Set 1.058.081-00
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1 .058.1 01 -00

19" Rack
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=
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Packing:

Gross weight:

Tape recorder with VU meter panel:
Box: 82 x 84 x 120/1261132 cm (depending on console hight).

Tape recorder without VU meter panel:
Box: 82 x 84 x 93/99/105 cm (depending on console hight).

Depending on configuration: 73...119 kg.
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1.6 lnstructions for service personal

1.6.1 Abbreviations

A I Assenbly
ANT I Antenna
B I Bulb
BA I Banery, rechargeable battery
BR I Optocupler (bulb -> LDR)
C I Capacitor
D I oiooe, otRc
DL I LED
DLQ I Optocupler (LED -> phototransistor)
DLR I Optocopler (LED -> LDR)
DLZ I LED-array, 7-segment-display
DP I Photodiode
DZ I Rectifier
E I Electronic component
EF I Headphones
F I Fuse
FL I Filter
H I Head (audio, erase)
HC I Hybrid-circuit(thick-/thin-film)
HE I Hall-element
lC I lntegrated circuit
J I Socket (female)
JS I Jumper
K I Relay, contactor
L I lnductor
LS I Loudspeaker
M I Motor
ME I Meter
MIC I Microphone
MP I Mechanicalpart
P I Conneaor (male)
PU I Phone cartridge
O I Transistor, FET, Thyristor, TRIAC
OP I Phototransistor
QPZ I Phototransistor-array
R I Resistor
RP I Light-sensitive resistor, LDR
RT I Temperature-dependentresistor
RZ I Resistor network
S I Switch
T I Transformer
TL I Delay line
TP I Test point, test socket
W I Wire, standard wire
X I Base, holder
XB I Lamp base
XF I Fuse holder
XIC I lC-socket
Y I Crystat, piezo element
Z I Network, array
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1.6.2 Powers of ten

Designation Abbreviation Value

Tera-
Giga-
Mega-
Kilo-

Miili-
Mikro-
Nano-
Pico-
Femto-

T
G
M
k

m
u
n (mlr )
p (lru)
t

1012
1oe
106
103

10"
10-6
10-e
10-12
10-15

1.6.3

O = Abbrevation commonly used in the USA

Letters and color codes

Resistors:

Standard series:

I

TK

E6
E12
E24

E48

ttttt L
l|=.l I

I

| 1st dioit 2nd digit Mult. Tol.

ttttt
1st dig. 2nd dig. 3.dig. Mult. Tol.

No TK-designation = 50 10-6/K

Onlyl blackring = 0Oflumper)

Color Digit Multiplier Tolerance TK

gold
silver
black
brown
red
orange
yellow
green
blue
violet
grey
white

0
1

2
3
4
5
b
7
I
o

0,01
0,1
'|

10
100

't k
10k

100 k
1M

10M

5,OVo
10,o o/o

1,0 Vo

2,O V"

0,5 0/o

o,25 "/o
0,1 o/o

roö ro-ulx
50 1o-67K
1s 1o-67K
25 rc-6'/K
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Examples:

llr
brown green silver =silver gold*

ll
silver rot

tl
silver grey

I

gold*

I

red

tl
violet

0,15 H

10 Vo

2,7 H

I I 2o"/o

brown** gold

I nd uctors and transformers
on ferrite cores:

Example:

820 H
5 o/o

* Decimalpoint
** Multiplier

lnductors and transformers on ferrite cores are marked
with three colored dots (color coding same as in the two
left-hand columns of the Section "Resistors"). These dots
designate the last three digits of the STUDER standard
number. The large dot marks the start. The first digits of
the standard number (1.022.--- are always the same.

r Driver transformer, '150 kHz.
r Standard number: 1.022.211
. Color code: red (large dot), brown, brown

Terminal 1 of the winding form is usually identilied with a
lobe; if not, the winding form is marked with a yellow dot
near terminal 1.
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Capacitors:

Molded RF coils:

Frequently, the tolerance is specified by a letter behind
the printed capacitance rating:

For identifying molded RF coils, a wide silver ring and
four narrow rings of different colors are used. The wide
silver ring marks the start of the counting direction. The
second, third, and fourth ring specify the inductance in
Microhenry ( H). The second and the third ring designate
the numeric value and the fourth ring is either a multiplier,
or if its color is gold, the decimal point. The fifth ring
designates the tolerance in percent (+).

Color Digit Multiplier Tolerance

gold
silver
black
brown
red

orange
yellow
green

blue
violet
grey

white
without

0

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

'l

10

100

103

104

105

106

107

108

10e

5 o/o

10 o/o

1 o/o

,:

Q,5 Vo

2O Vo

D

F
\.1

J
K
M

: 0,5 o/o

=1o/o
=2o/o
=5o/o
= 10 o/o

= 20 o/o
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1.6.4 Electrostatically sensitive components

MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) devices are highly sensitive to electrostatic
charges. The following precautions should be followed:

r Electrostatically sensitive components and assemblies ("ESE") are stored and
transported in protective packing material. The label shown above is affixed to
this protective packing.

r lt is important to avoid any contact of the terminals with the plastic bags and
foils and other statically chargeable material.

. Touch the terminals only when your wrist is connected to ground.

r As a work surface, use a special conduct a work surface, use a special
conductive plastic mat.

r Never install or unplug printed circuit boards when the tape recorder is
switched on! The tape recorder should be switched off for at least 5 seconds
before any circuit boards are installed or removed!
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Start up procedure, operating

2.1 Unpacking and Checking

2.2 lnstallation Site and Setup....
2.2.1 Assembling the console

2.3 Connectors 1/4" version .'.........3
Connectors 1f2" +channel version. ...........4
2.3.1 Power connection, voltage selector ......'..........5

2.3.2 Audio inputs and outputs .....'...".'...6
2.3.3 Remote control connectors ...'...'....6
2.3.4 Headphones socket ...................'....15

2.4. Operating instructions ...........16
2.4.1 Controls...... .................'16
2.4.2 Powerswitch t1l ............. ..............30

2.4.3 lndications at power on time....... .................'......30

2.4.4 lnserting the tape...... .......................31
2.4.5 Tape speed [50].............. ................33

2.4.6 Play mode [33] ......... . ..................33

2.4.7 Reverse play mode.. ........................33
2.4.8 Varispeed control [52]..... ..... .......34

2.4.9 Record mode REC [35]............. .........................34
2.4.10 SYNC reproduction SYNC [38] ............. ............35
2.4.11 Spooling mode < > 131/321... .......36
2.4.12 Producing pancakes at reduced spooling speeds ................36
2.4.13 Stop mode STOP [34] ..................36
2.4.14 Locator Z-LOC, LOC1 (LOC2, LOC3, LOC START) 124-271 37
2.4.15 Programmable functions .................38
2.4.16 Fader start ..................40
2.4.'17 Tape timer 1221............. ..................41
2.4.'18 Auxiliary timer l-AP [20] ........... ......42
2.4.19 MONO/INSERT [55] (not available by 4-channel versions)43
2.4.20 Remote control ............44
2.4.21 ExternalVu-meter panel ...............44
2.4.22 External stereo monitor pane|........... ..................44
2.4.23 Test generator (option) (only for 2-channel versions) .......45
2.4.24 Editing, cutting the tape ..................46
2.4.25 "Waste basket mode" TAPE DUMP [30]. ............................47

2.5 Programming................ ............50
2.5.1 Hardware jumpers 1 /4" and 1/2" versions............................50
2.5.2 Soft jumpers (for all versions) .........54
2.5.3 Programming the audio parameters .................59

2.6 Serial interlace RS232........ 61

2.6.'l RS 232 Standard interface ..............61
2.6.2 RS 232 lnterface of the 4807 .........62
2.6.3 Working with the serial interface RS 232 ..........63
2.6.4 RAM parameter for glass metal heads.......... ......68
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2.1 Unpacking and Checking

The A807 tape recorder is shipped in a special packing that protects the machine
from damage in transit. Care should be exercised when unpacking the machine so
that its surfaces do not become marred.

Check that the material is complete by comparing the packing content with the
shipping list.

Save the original packing material

2.2

because it provides the best protection in case your tape recorder needs to be

transPorted again.

Check all items for possible damage in transit. lf you discover any damage,
immediately notify the forwarding agent as well as the nearest STUDER dealer.

lnstallation Site and Setup

2.2.1

The A807 should be installed in a dust-free and an adequately ventilated
environment. The performance data of the tape recorder are guaranteed for an

ambient temperature range of 0"C to + 40"C with a relative humidity of 20"Ä to 9006

(noncondensing).

lnstall the tape recorder in such a way that sufficient space is available all around
the machine for unobstructed cooling. Particularly in recessed locations there is a
possibility of heat accumulation. When the machine is in operation, the air
circulation zone should neither be misused as a storage area nor be obstructed
with manuals etc.

The tape recorder must not be installed in the vicinity of strong electromagnetic
fields. General sources of interference are: strong load fluctuations on adjacent
power circuits, high-power transformers, elevator motors, electrical welding
plants, as well as nearby radio and television transmitters.

Assembling the console

The console is shipped in disassembled condition.
First screw the console legs to the traverse and to the rack base by means of the
four yellow galvanized M6x14 mm and MGx16 mm screws respectively and the
grooved washers, and close the lead-through holes with the four plastic caps.
Subsequently insert the casters into the holes of the console legs. The two
lockable casters fit into the tapered, longer legs on the front. The height of the ca-
sters can be adjusted with the headless screws in the legs, directly above the ca-
sters. Remove any rack-mount brackets or side panels that may still be present.
The skirting and the two upper screws located underneath on the front of the
equipment should also be removed.
lnstall the handrest with the four M4x10 mm screws on the front of the equipment.
(l-he upper two screws are to be installed with lock washers).
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Console without rack base
and penthouse:

Console with rack base

Console with penthouse

lmportant:

Fasten each wooden side panels to the machine with 4 burnished M5x30 mm
screws and washers.

Remove the two rear fixing screws of the pivot pin flange in the wooden side
panels and loosen the two front screws by 2 - 3 turns. Slide the perforated part of
the U-shaped contact tab between the wooden side panel and the rear section of
the pivot pin flange. Reinsert the countersunk-head screws and tighten all four
screws. Fasten each wooden side panel to the machine with 4 burnished M5x30
mm screws and lock washers.

Fasten each of the L-shaped connection plates with two M5 bolts and nuts on the
rear of the machine sides. Screw the penthouse traverse with the remaining four
M5 bolts and nuts to the connection plates. Fasten each wooden side panel with 4
burnished M5 x'12 mm and 2 M5 x 30 mm screws and washers to the machine.
Set the machine on the console frame and fasten it on both sides with 2 M5 x 50
mm screws each. lf the operating position of the machine needs to be changed
frequently, the two hexagon-socket-head screws can be replaced by the bypac-
ked starwheels. When installing these wheels make sure that the disc springs and
the pressure discs are reinstalled in their original sequence.

The locking pin must engage in the hole of the pressure disc!

{iiiijli l

4807 MKll 1/2" with 4 canal panel
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2.3 Connectors 1/4

Fig 2.3.1

[1] AC POWER Power inlet with primary fuse

l2l Ground socket

[3] RS 232 Serial interface

I4l TC REM. DISPLAY Connector for timecode remote display

[5] NRS CONTROL Connector for the control of a noise reduction system

16l PARALLEL REMOTE Connector for parallel remote control

[7] SYNCHRONIZER Connector for optional synchronizer (standard by TC versions, otherwise option)

[8] VU PANEL CONTROL Connector for instrument panel (only VUK versions)

I9l VU PANEL AUDIO Connector for instrument panel (only VUK versions)

[10] AUDIO REMOTE Connector for the audio channel remote control functions

l11l INSERT Connector for the inseft points of e>lernal units (filter) in the record- andlor
reproduce path of the A807.
or:
symmetric AUX INPUT by versions with Stereo monitor panel.

112l TC INPUT/OUTPUT Timecode inloutput

[13] LINE OUT CHl/CH2 Output channel 1 + 2

[14] LINE lN CHl/CH2 lnput channel 1 + 2

t8l t7) t6l
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[15] Mrc cHl/cH2

[21] LINE VOLTAGE

[22] EI-APSE COUNTER

[23] PHANTOM
POWERING

Microfon input channel l + 2

Power, voltage selector

Time meter, working hour (option)

Switches the phantom power on and off.
Connectors 1 f 2" 4-channel version

Connectors 1/2" 4-channel version

Fig.2.3.2

[11...[101

[16] TTMECODE

[17] LrNE |N/OUT

[18] LINE |N/OUT

[1el L|NE rN/OUr

[20] L|NE |N/OUT

Same configuration with 1/4" version.

Timecode in/output

Line in/output channel 1

Line in/output channel 2

Line in/output channel 3

Line in/output channel 4

rN/ouT

cHl

cH2

cH3

cH4

E2/4
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2.3.1 Power connection, voltage selector

LINE VOITAGE
SELECTOR

l-,;l

@
Fig.2.3.3

lmportant: Before you connect the recorder to the AC power source for the first time, check
that the seüing of the line voltage selector (Fig. 2.3.3) agrees with your local line

voltage.
The following voltage can be set:

100, 120, 140,200,220,240 VAC, t1Oo/oi50to60 Hz.

Disconnect the recorder from the AC outlet before you make any changes! Adjust
the line voltage selector with a screwdriver so that the required voltage rating

becomes visible through the cutout in the housing.

After the line voltage has been adjusted, the power fuse in the power inlet may
possibly have to be replaced with a correctly rated fuse. Lift the cap with the aid of
a screw driver. The upper of the two fuses is the spare fuse.

100 V - 140 V AC: T 3,15 A/250 V (SLOW)
200 V - 240 V AC: T 1,60 A/250V (SLOW)

No.1 = Phase
No. 2 = Protective Ground
No.3 = Neutral

Fi9.2.3.4
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2.3.2 Audio inputs and outputs

@
3

OUTPUT

2J rEc 268 - 14

2.3.3

The balanced inputs and outputs are terminated on XLR sockets or connectors
(described in the IEC recommendation 268-14).

Pinl: AUDIOSHIELD
Pin2 = A-LINE (HOT)

Pin3= B-LINE(COLD)*

This configuration refers to inputs and outputs of the line and TC signals as well as
to the microphone inputs. The microphone phantom power (48 V or optionally

:' : :::i""":äji:ilil_ ;::":i ; :,'1.," .n 0V., s.cke,

Remote control connectors

RS 232 Connector for a serial RS 232 connection with a max. lenght of 10 m.

Connector set: Part No.20.020.303.07

Pin assignment of the RS 232 connector

PIN SIGNAL NAME COMMENT

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

SN-DATA

lro u *rr*

.fu ooro
0.0 v

DATA signal output from AB07

24 V supply (max. 3O0 mA)

DATA signal input to Ä807

Ground

E2/6
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TC Remote display

NRS control

Parallel remote control
connector

Gonnector for remote timecode data display

Connector set: Part No. 20.020.303.20

Pin assignment of the TC remote display connector

PIN SIGNAL NAME COMMENT

01

02

03

u
05

06

07

08

09

o-oara"
DSP.DTCT

KEY

+24 V RMT

;;"

DATA for Timecode display

CLOCK

+ 24 V supply (max. 300 mA)

Ground

Connector for the control of an externally connected noise control system

Connector set: Part No. 20.020.303.33

Pin assignment of the NRS control connector

PIN SIGNAL NAME COMMENT

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

RDBY{1
&DBY{2
&DBY€3
B.DBY{4
&TLC{1
&TLC{2
&TLC-03

&TLC-04

*at

+ 24V

0,0 v

 ̂
 
^

Control Signal for Dolby System CH 1

Control Signal lor Dolby System CH 2

Control Signal for Dolby System CH 3

Control Signal lor Dolby System CH 4

Control Signal lor Telcom System CH 1

Control Signal lor Telcom System CH 2

Control Signal for Telcom System CH 3

Control Signal lor Telcom System CH 4

+ 24 V supply (max. 300 mA)

Ground

* Open collector output, aktiv LOW. No internal pull-up resistor.
Max. level 30V. max power 200 mA.

a Open collector output, same up, still activ HIGH.

A parallel remote control with the following capabilities can be connected to this
25-pin connector (female, D{ype ):

r Remote control of the tape transport functions with feedback ((, ), PI-AY,

sroP, REc).
r RESET TIMER (resets the tape timer to 00.00.00).
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t
I

!

f

I

ZERO LOC (automatically searches the tape timer address 00.00.00).
LOC START (automatically searches the tape address at which the last PLqY
or RECORD command was entered).
LIFTER (disables the tape lifter in spooling mode).
FADER (enables the fader start circuit).
VARISPEED (variable tape speed).

Connector set Part No. 20.020.303.16

HIGH level +30 V, maximum current 200 mA
(buillin current limiting resistor 22 a).

a Switch input. LOW levelactivates the command.
lnternal pull-up resistor, 3,9 kQ lo +24 V. Maximum HIGH level = +30 V.

Logicallevels: LOW =
HIGH =

0 Vbis + 4V
+7,5V bis +30 V

Pin assignment of the PARALLEL REMOTE connector:

PIN SIGNAL NAME DESIGNATION

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
'17

18

19

n
21

22

23

24

25

 
A

^

 
t

 
A

 
 
A

A

^'

+ 0.0

BR.REW

BR-FORW

BR.VRSPD

SR-VRSPD

SR-FADRY

BR-LOCST

BR.FADRY

BR.REC

SR-RESET

FADl

FAD2

IR.REFEX

sR{LOC
BR-PLAY

BR.STOP

SR-LIFT

SR-LOCST

SR.REC

SR.REW

SR-FORW

SR.PLAY

SR.STOP

KEY

+ 24VRMT

Ground (GND, 0 V)

Status indicator lamp REWIND

Status indicator lamp FORWARD

Status indicator lamp VARISPEED

(alternatingly LOW and HIGH when active)

Switch for VARISPEED command

Switch for FADER START READY command

Status indicator lamp LOC START

Status indicator lamp FADER START READY

Status indicator lamp RECORD

Switch for RESET TIMER command

lnput FADER START command, line A

lnput FADER START command, line B
(FADER START is active when 5 to 24 V DC

or AC are available across pins 11 and 12).

lnput for exlernal capstan PLL reference

(nominal: 9.6 kHz, TTL level recommended;

max. input voltage + 10 V).

Switch for ZERO LOC command

Status indicator lamp PLAY

Status indicator lamp STOP

Switch for LIFTER command

Switch for LOC START command

Switch for RECORD command

Switch for REWIND command

Switch for FORWARD command

Switch for PLAY command

Switch for STOP command

Connector coding
+24 V supply (max. 300 mA)

* Open collector output, active LOW. No internal pull-up resistor. Maximum
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VARISPEED
FAOER ST. READY
RESET TIMEF
ZERO LOC
LIFTER
LOC START
RECORD
FEWIND (<)
FORWARO (>)

STOP

REWIND (<)
FORWARO 1>)
VAF ISPEED
LOC STAFT
FADER ST READY
RECOR D

STOP Fn OVEFLOAO PFOTECT ON
OF POLAR TY PAOTECT ON

Fig.2.3.6 Connection diagram, parallel remote control.
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(0 0l

25

t+24)

Fig 2,3,7 Conneclion diagram, varispeed control.

PIN

8

tl

6

12

1

(0.0)

25

\+241

INT€RNAL SUPPLY EXTEBNAL SUPPLY

Fig. 2.3.8 Connection diagram, fader start circuit.
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lmportant: When incandescent bulbs are used as status indicator lamps, their inrush current
must not exceed 0.3 A!

Connector for external A 25-pin connector (female, D{ype ) is available for connecting an exernal
synchronizer synchronizer.

Connector set Part No. 20.020.303.15

Pin assignment of the SYNCHRONIZER connecto'r:

PIN SIGNAL NAME DESIGNATION

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

n
21

22

23

24

25

^

t

+ 0,0

BR.REW

BR.FORW

BR.VRSPD

SR.VRSPD

OR-MVCLK

KEY

BR-REC

OR.MVDIR

OR.CMCLK

OR.SYENB

IR.REFEX

+ 0.0

BR-PLAY

BR.STOP

SR-LIFT

SR-MUTE

SR.REC

SR-REW

SR.FORW

SR.PLAY

SR.STOP

KEY

+ 24VRMT

*

A

 

 ̂

 ̂
 

Ground (GND, 0 V)

Status indicator lamp REWND

Status indicator lamp FORWARD

Status indicator lamp VARISPEED

(alternatingly LOW and HIGH when active).

Switch for VARISPEED command

Output for TAPE MOVE CLOCK signal

(16 pulses/s at 7.5 ips, pulse duty factor 5O%).

Connector coding

Status indicator lamp RECORD

Output for TAPE MOVE DIRECTION signal

(REW. = LOW FORW. = HIGH).

Output lor CAPSTAN MOTOR MOVE CLOCK

signal (1200 pulses/s at 7.5 ips).

Output for SYNCHRONIZER ENABLE signal
(LOW when tape is tensioned and the recorder.

is operational, HIGH when the tape is not
tensioned).

lnput for external capstan PLL reference
(nominal: 9.6 kHz, TTL level recommended;
max. input voltage +30 V).

Ground (GND, 0 V)

Status indicator lamp PLAY

Status indicator lamp STOP

Switch lor LIFTER command

Switch for MUTE command
(no influence on time code channel)
Switch for RECORD command

Switch for REWIND command

Switch for FORWARD command

Switch lor PLÄY command

Switch lor STOP command

Connector coding
+24 V supply (max. 300 mA)

* Open collector output, active LOW. No internal pull-up resistor. Maximum
HIGH level +30 V, m€ximum current 200 mA
(built-in current limiting resistor 22 a).

r Switch input. LOW level activates the command.
lnternal pull-up resistor, 3,9 kQ lo +24 V. Maximum HIGH level = +30 V.

Logicallevels: LOW =
HIGH =

0 Vbis + 4V
+7,5V bis +30 V
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VU PANEL CONTROL Connector for the operation of a VU meter panel.

Pin assignment of the VU panel connector: 2-channel.

PIN SIGNAL NAME DESlGNATION

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
16
17
18
19
n
21
22
23
24
25

0,0
+ 5.6V
+ 15V

EXT-D5
EXT.D6

=a-ot

EXT-DATA
EXT-CLK
EXT-ENLD

0.0

::
-15V

:EY

:

Ground (GND, 0 V)
Supply voltage
Supply voltage

Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix

Externel panel, date
Externel panel, clock
Externel panel, enable LED

Ground (GND,0V)

Supply voltage
Code

Pin assignment of the VU panel connector: 4-channel.

PIN SIGNAL NAME DESIGNATION

01
02
03
04
0s
06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
n
21
22
23
24
25

+ 0,0VD
+ 5,6V
+ 15V

EXT-D4
EXT.D5
EXT-D6
EXT-D7

A.VUMTRl
A-VUMTR2
O,OVA

-15V
KEY
EXT.DATA
EXT.CLK
EXT-ENMX
EXT-ENLD

A-VUMTR3
A.VUMTR4

Digital ground (GND, 0 V)
Supply voltage
Supply voltage

Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix

Audio VU-meter signal 1

Audio VU-meter signal 2
Audio ground (0 V)

Supply voltage
Code
Externel panel data
Externel panel clock
Externel panel enabel matrix
Externel panel enabel LED

Audio VU-meter signal 3
Audio VU-meter signal 4
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VU PANEL AUDIO Connector for the operation of a VU meter panel

Pin assignment of the VU meter connector: 2-channel AUDIO.

PIN SIGNAL }.IAME DESIGNATION

01
02
0i|
u
05
06
07
@
09
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
n
21
22
23
24
25

A.LVOUAl
A.LVOUCl
A.LVINBl
O AUDIO
A-MONITl
A.PHINl
A.LSA
A.LVOUA2
A.LVOUC2
A.LVIN82
KEY
A-MONIT2

A-LVOUBl
A-LVINCl
A.LVINAl
KEY
A.PREOUl
A.PHIN2
A.LSB
A-LVOU82
A-LVINC2
A.LVINA2

A-PREOU2

Audio, to output level 1 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for output-level 1 potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 1 control potentiometer.
0V Audio
Audio, monitor signal 1

Audio, headphone amplifier input 1

Audio, headphone amplifier output A
Audio, to output level 2 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for output level 2 potientiometer.
Audio, from input level 2 control potentiometer.
Code
Audio, monitor signal 2

Audio, from output level 1 contr. potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 1 potentiometer.
Audio, to input levell 1 control potentiometer.
Code
Audio, preamplifier output 1

Audio, headphone amplifier input 2
Audio, loudspeaker amplifier output B
Audio, from output level 2 contr. potentiometer.
Audio, ground lor input level 2
Audio, to input level 2 control potentiometer.

Audio, preamplifier output 2

Pin assignment of the VU meter connector: 2-channel AUDIO.

PIN SIGNAL NAME DESIGNATION

01
02
03
u
05
06
07
08
09
10
'I 

1

12
13
14
15
16
't7
18
19
n
21
22
23
24
25

A-LVINAl
A.LVINBl
A.LVINCl
A.LVOUAl
A-LVOUBl
A-LVOUCl
KEY
A.LVINA2
A-LVIN82
A.LVINC2
A.LVOUA2
A-LVOU82
A-LVOUC2
A.LVINA3
A.LVIN83
A-LVINC3
A.LVOUAA
A.LVOU83
A.LVOUC3
A.LVINA4
A.LVIN&I
A-LVINC4
A.LVOUA4
A-LVOU84
A.LVOUC4

Audio, to input level 1 control potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 1 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 1 control pot.
Audio, to input level 1 control potentiometer.
Audio, lrom input level 1 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 1 control pot.
Code
Audio, to input level 2 control potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 2 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 2 control pot.
Audio, to input level 2 control potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 2 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 2 control pot.
Audio, to input level 3 control potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 3 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 3 control pot.
Audio, to input level 3 contr. potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 3 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 3 control pot.
Audio, to input level 4 contr. potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 4 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 4 control pot.
Audio, to input level 4 control potentiometer.
Audio, from input level 4 control potentiometer.
Audio, ground for input level 4 control pot.
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AUDIO REMOTE

lnsert

Connector for the control of the Audio switching

Connector set: Part No.20.020.303.p<

Connector for insert routing

Connector set: Part No. 20.020.303.>q

Pin assignment of the audio remote connector:

P]N SIGNAL NAME DESIGNATION

01
02
03u
05
06
07
08
@
10
11

12
13
14
15

0.0
ARGDATA
ARC.CLK
ARC.MXEN
ARGLDEN

:*

ARC.DO
ARC-D7
ARC.D6
ARGD5
ARGD4
+ 24V

Ground (GND, 0 V)
Audio remote control data
Audio remote control clock
Audio remote control snable matrix
Audio remote control enable LED
Code

Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix
Panel matrix
+ 24 V supply (max. 300 mA)

Pin assignment of the insert routing connector:

PIN SIGNAL NAME BEDEUTUNG

01

02
03
a
0s
06
07
08
09
10
11

12
13
14

15
16
't7

18
19

n
21

22
23
24
25

A-PRAS-1
A.PRAA.1
A-PRA&1
A-RIN$1
A.RINA.1
A-RIN&1
A-PRA92
A.PRAA-2
A.PRA&2
A-RINS-2
A-RINA-2
A-RIN&2
INSRT.ON
A-TAP$1
A.TAPA.1
A.TAP&1
A.DRVS.1
A.DRVA.1
A.DRVRl
A-TAP92
A.TAPA.2
A.TAP&2
A.DRVS-2
A-DRVA-2

A.DRV&2

Cabel screen
Audio, from preamplifier CH1
Audio, lrom preamplifier CH1
Cabel screen
Audio, to the record amplifier CH1
Audio, to the record amplifier CH1
Cabel screen
Audio, {rom preamplilier CH2
Audio, from preamplilier CH2
Cabel screen
Audio, to the record amplifier CH2
Audio, to the record amplifier CH2
lnsert on,
Cabel screen
Audio, from reproduce amplifier CH1
Audio, from reproduce amplilier CH1
Cabel screen
Audio, to the output amplifier CH1
Audio, to the output amplifier CH1
Cabel screen
Audio, from reproduce amplifier CH2
Audio, lrom reproduce amplifier CH2
Cabel screen
Audio, to the output amplifier CH2
Audio, to the output amplifier CH2
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lnsert AUX

Timecode in- output

Standard option: Stereo monitor panel

Nr. 1 Audio shield
Nr. 2 CH1; A line ('hot')
Nr. 3 CH1; B line ("cold') *

Nr. 4 CH2; A line ("hot")
Nr. 5 CH2; B line ("cold") *

Fig.2.3.9

The balanced AUX INPUT on tape recorders with a stereo monitor panel is
terminated on a S-pin XLR connector

* For unbalanced wiring, conductors 5 and 3 are to be interconnected with
conductor audio 0Volt.

No. 'l = Audio shield
No.2= Aline("hot")
No.3: Bline("cold")*

* By unbalanced operation the wiring "8" is necesary to change on OVolt socket.

1/4" and 4-channel TC-versions

Fig.2.3.10
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2.3.4 Headphones socket

llj

(9 u.J

o-zt4
-lFrr(n

Fig.2.3.10

TIP = Left-hand channel
RING = Right-hand channel
SLEEVE = Shield
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Fil.2.4.8 see 2/29

Fi$.2.4.4 see 2/23

Fi9.2.4.2 see 2/17

Fig.2.4.3 see 2/23

Wr
' ::: ö :iit l

:{
*Yü'1,* 

,'* sr .' ::'

ffi

Fig.2.4.7 see 2/29

Fig.2.4.6 see 2/28

W!

E2/16

Fig.2.4.5 see 2/25
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2.4. Operating instructions

2.4,1 Controls

t21

t4l

t51

t6l

l7l

t8l

tel

nol

111

121

131

141

151

Fig.2.4.1 Decription 1-15

[1] Power switch Power switch, switches the tape recorder on and off.

[2] Left-hand spindle Left hand reel suppott, supply motor.

[3] Right-hand spindle Right-hand reel support, take-up motor.

[4] Monitor speaker (Only in versions without instrument panel).

[5] VOLUME Volume control for the monitor speaker [4]. When this button is pressed, the tape
signal is reproduced, when the button is pulled, the input signal is reproduced.

[6] Tape lift slide For soft click-free fade-in/fade-out of a recording. (Lifts the tape off the erase
head).

[7] Tacho roller Tape move sensor: Supplies the pulses for the tape counter and signals the tape
move status to the electronics.

[S] Light barrier For detecting the transparent leader or a torn tape. Also stops the tape timer.

[9] Tape sensor lever Monitors the tape tension.

[10] Splicing block Only for 1/4" versions

[11] Scissors Only for 1/4" versions

[13] Pinch roller Presses the tape against the capstan shaft. ln spooling mode, cueing of the tape is
possible by pressing the pinch roller toward the capstan shaft. The closer the tape
is moved to the capstan shaft, the louder the signal. The pinch roller cannot be
pressed completely against the capstan.

[14] Cutting block For cutting the tape (Only for 1/4" versions.

[tsl Head shield ln front of the reproduce head(s). Can be opened and closed by hand.
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Left controllield
[16 - 351

[16] "adj":

t22l

t2sl
t23)

124l

i28l

t2sl

t31t t321 I33l t34l t35l

Flg. 2.4.2 Thls control field is identical in all versions. [16-35]

Microswitch, switches the tape recorder to alignment mode for programming the

audio parameters or, when pressed together with the SHIFT [23] key, switches to
the soft jumper program (refer to sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4).

Use a pencil or an other pointed tool to operate the microswitch "adj.". Press the

microswitch again to return to the normal operating status. When "adj." has been

activated, some of the operating keys change their function; the designations
printed in yellow will become valid.

[17] SET Normal key function:

[18] SEL

Setup key for entering a LOC address.
(SET ADDRESS) or for entering a new
tape timer value (SET TIMER). The
current counter reading is blocked at
the moment the key is pressed (first
digit flashes) and can be read into a
LOC memory either directly or after it
has been modified with the SEL and
STEP keiys.

To store the new counter reading,
simultaneously press the SHIFT [23]
key and SET [17]. The LOCATOR

addresses are also updated bY the
amount of the change.

Digit selection key. After SET [17] has

been pressed you can select the digit(s)
to be modified. The selected digit
flashes.
Note: Reset sets all digits to zero. The

tape timer content is not changed.

Key lunction in "adj." mode: Key lunktion in

.SHlrr t_edj." mode:

(param)
This key causes the next para-

meter (param) to be addressed
in the menu.
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[1e] srEP

[20] LAP

[21] RESEr

[22] D|SPIÄY

Normal key function:

Step key. lncrements the digit selected
with the sEL [18] in sET mode. smaller
values can be set by incrementing past
th€ digir 9 (5).

Second separat counter for measuring
a specific tape s€gment without
influence the original counter position.
The tape timer can be set to zero
(RESET [21] key) as desired.
When the l-AP function is active, the red
LAP LED on the right-hand side of the
display window [22] is light.

Reset key, sets the tape timer or the
LAP counter to zero (0O.00.00). The
LOCATE addresses always relate to the
actual tape address. They are
automatically converted when the
counter is reset so that always the same
tape address is searched.

Real-time tape counter with indication of
the actual playing time for all tape
speeds, in hours, minutes, and
seconds. Can be changed over for dis-
playing a second timer (LAP [20] key)
for relative time measurement with
operator selectable reference.

lndicator LED for:

r Selected tape speed
r [ÄP = Second timer
r TC = Timecode

(Only for TC versions)
I FAD = FADER READY

Flashing dots between digits:

r A locator address is displayed

Key lunction in "adj." mode:

stor€
stores the audio parameter (e. g.

after an adjustment).

channel
selects an audio channel for
adjustment:
A1 =channell
A2 = channel2

Displays the selected audio
parameters (decimal).
(For detailed information refer to
the Section Audio 4.2.6).

LED's indicate the lollowing
audio parameters:

lvl = level adjustment active
trbl = treble adjustment active
bias = bias adjustment active.
(Not possible in repro and sync
operation).

Flashing dot between channel
and parameter indication:

The display value of the
corresponding audio parameter
is not stored.

Key funktion in
'SHIFT + adj." mode:

store
stores the choosen condition of
the selected soft jumper
function.

channel (Function)
Selection of a soft jumper. The
first two digits indicate the
selected soft jumper. The next
digit(s) indicate the status of the
selected function and are
advanced with each depression
of the channel key. For paging
backward to the preceding digit,
simultaneously press the SHIFT
[23] and channel keys.

Displays the selected soft
jumper and the corresponding
function.
(For detailed information refer to
the Section Soft jumper
programming,2.5.2.)

A llashing decimal point
between Softjumper status
indication:
lndicates that the softjumper
status (or value) has not yet
been stored.
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[23] SHrFr

a24l z-Loc

[25] LOC 1

Normal key lunction:

Setup key for ahernative functions
(playback in opposite tape direction, li-

brary wind, soft jumper program, back-
ward paging in the soft jumper pro
gram, storing the new counter reading)
and functions which for safety reasons
can only be activated by pressing two
keys (tape type or equalization stan-
dard, varispeed, tape speed,
mono/insert, ready/safe switch for time
code, fader ready for recording and
tape dump for inverted dump edit
mode. lf you press the SHIFT key follo-
wed by a locator key, the stored ad-
dress will be displayed for approx. 4 se.
conds.

Zero locator. Positions the tape at the
tape address 00.00.00. When this key is

pressed in LAP mode [20], the LAP
function is switched off and the tape is
positioned at the aclual zero address of
the main timer. The reproduce mode
as well as the record mode can be
preselected while the tape is positio-
ning. The LEDs of the prese-lected
functions flash.

Address locator 1. Positions the tape at
the address stored with the key combi-
nation SET [17] and LOC 1 [25]. The
reproduce mode as well as the record
mode can be preselected while the tape
is positioning; the LEDs of the
preselected functions flash. The locator
address is displayed for as long as this
key is held down, and the two decimal
points flash.

lf this key is pressed in l-AP mode [20],
ths LAP function is switched off and the
tape is positioned at the actual LOC 1

address of the main timer. The stored
address always rolates to the actual
tape address i.e. when the tape timer is

set to zero with RESET.[21], the locator
address is automatically converted.
When the key combination first SHIFT

[23] and after release then LOC 1 [25] is
pressed, the stored locator address is

displayed briefly without causing the
tape to be positioned at the displayed
address.

Key lunction in "adj." mode: Key lunction in "SHIFT+adj."
mode:
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[26] [271

Normal key function:

Softkey
The keys [26 and 271 can be assigned
to different functions by means of the
soft jumpers 9 and 10.

LOC-START
(Soft jumper position 1 = standard pro
gramming). Positions the tape automa-
tically to the address at which the last
PI-AY or record command was entered
(and the tape was standing still). During
the positioning process, play or record
can be preselected; the corresponding
LED above the preselected function key
flashes.

BACKSPACE
(Soft jumper position 4 = standard pro.
gramming). While this key is held down
the tape is rewound at approximately 4
times the play speed but the tape is not
lifted off the soundhead. PI-AY is auto-
matically activated when this key is re-
leased.
LOOP
(Soft jumper 0). ln this programming
mode, pressing of this key causes a
play loop to be performed between the
tape address 00.m.00 and the address
stored in LOC1 . The loop always starts
at lhe lower of the two tape addresses.

LOC2lLOC3
(Soft jumper position 2/3).
ln this programming mode a second
address locator (analog) LOCI is avai-
lable. When the keys SHIFT [23] and
(LOC2ILOC3) t26 /271 are pressed, the
stored address is briefly displayed wi-
thout changing it.

Key function in "adj." mode:

down
Decrements the value of the ac-
tive alignment parameter (lvl,
trbl, bias) selected with the (pa-
ram) [18] key of the respective
channel choosen by key chan-
nel [20].

up
lncrements the value of the ac-
tive alignment parameter (lvl,
trbl, bias) selected with the (pa-
ram) [18] key of the respective
channel choosen by key [20].

Key function in "SHIFT+adj."
mode:

down
Decrements the value of the s+
lected key (channel) t20l or
switches off the corresponding
function.

up
lncrements the value of the
softjumper status selected by
key [20] or switches on the cor-
responding function.

[261

l27l
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[28] SHUTTLE

[29] SHUTTLE
CONTROL

[30] rAPE
DUMP

Normal key func'tion:

FADER READY
(Softjumper position 9).
ln the FADER READY setting the key
can be used to enable th€ fader start.

This function is acknowledged by the
red FAD LED in the display window

1221.
lf at least one channel is switched to
READY [36/62], the machine can be
enabled for recording by simuha-
neously pressing SHIFT [23] and FA-

DER READY 126 or 271(the yellow LED

ne),t to the FADER READY key flashes).
When the fader potentiometer is ope-
ned, the machine starts immediately in
record mode.

LIFTER
(Soft jumper position 6/7)
Cancels the tape lifting in spooling
mode. This key can be programmed as
a momentary push button (position 6)
or as an ON/OFF key (position 7).

REHEARSE
(Softjumper position 8).
Simulation of electronic cutting without
record function.

Editing mode, the tape tension control
is enabled and the audio reproduce
channels are open. The tape can be
moved fonrrrard or backward to the
desired position by manually turning the
right-hand reel [3]. When the SHUTTLE
key [28] is pressed a second time, the
editing mode is cancelied.

Rotary wheel for motor-assisted editing
mode with activated SHUTTLE function

t281.

Switches th€ 'waste basket mode' on
and off. The right-hand spooling motor
is disabled. Mode A or B can be selec-
ted by changing over the programming
switch fiumper JP8) below the cover.

Key lunction in "adj." mode:

input
ln models without output selec-
tor, the input signal is connected
directly to the output for setting
the internal audio level.

Key lunction in "SHIFT+adj."
mode:
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Normal key function:

Mode A:
The TAPE DUMP [30] key functions as
a preselector switch. The 'waste basket'
mode is activated with the PLAY [33]
key. The tape is played but not wound
up. The loose tape can be rewound on
the left-hand spindle [2] by pressing the
< [31] key. ln this mode it is possible to
play a loose piece of tape without wind-
ing the tape onto the reel (described in
Section 2.4.25).

Mode B:
The 'waste basket' mode is activated
direaly with the TAPE DUMP [30] key.
The machine stops when this key is
pressed a second time.
When the SHIFT [23] and tape dump
[30] keys are pressed simultaneously,
the LED ne),ü to the tape dump key
starts to flash.
The effect will be that the left-hand mo-
tor stops and the slack tape is wound
on the right-hand reel (also refer to Sec-
tion 2.4.25).

Key function in "adi." mode: Key lunction in "SHIFT+adj."
mode:

[31]

[321

[33] Pr-AY

[34] STOP

[35] REC

Key for rewinding of the tape at high speed. The tape is wound on the left-hand
reel. Rewinding at reduced speed (library wind) is possible by simultaneously
pressing SHIFT [23] and < [31].

Key for spooling the tape fonruard at high speed. The tape is wound on the right-
hand reel. Spooling forward at reduced speed is possible by simultaneously
pressing SHIFT [23] and > [32].

Key for reproducing the tape. This key is pressed together with the REC [35] key
for activating the recording mode. REVERSE PI-AY is activated by pressing SHIFT
[23] and PI-AY simultaneously.
lf no tape is inserted (tape tension sensor in idle position, light barrier not
covered), the capstan motor can be switched on with the PLAY key for cleaning
the capstan shaft.

This key cancels al tape transport functions and all selected operating modes
except the preselection of the TAPE DUMP [30] mode A.

Record key. Depending on the programming it may only be effective in
conjunction with the PLAY [33] key. Recordings can only be made on the enabled
channel(s) (READY 136/6211. lf no channel is switched to READY, the record
command will be ignored. Mode A or B can be selected by changing over the
programming switch (umper 11) below the cover.

Mode A: Both keys, PI-AY [33] and REC [35] must be pressed for activating the record
mode. (Jumper in pos. 0).

Mode B: To switch from reproduce to record mode, only the REC [35] key needs to be
pressed; but for activating the record function from STOP mode, the PLAY [33]
and the REC [35] key have to be pressed. (Jumper 1 1 in pos. 1).
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lnternalVU meter panel

lmportant:

ExternalVU meter panel

t38l

t3el

l45l-

t44)

t41l

t42l

t431

Fi$.2.4.3

ln the VU versions, the control panel exists:
r 1 x in MONO units
t 2x in STEREO units

On STEREO (2-channel) units the left-hand operator panel controls
the left-hand channel 1 (CH1), the right-hand operator panel controls
the right-hand channel 2 (CH2).

ONLY units with built-in VU meters are equipped with a balanced phantom-

supplied microphone input!

Fi9.2.4.4

ln VUK versions, this control panel exists:
r 1 x in MONO units
t 2x in STEREO units
r 4 x in 4-channel units

t41l 1+3J
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[36] READY

[37] |NPUT

[38] sYNc

[3e] REPRO

[4ol VU-METER

LINE LEVEL
RECORD LEVEL

UNCAL

[43] L|NE ON

[44] MrC ON

[4sl Mrc ATT

[46] Mrc LEVEL

[411

l42l

On STEREO (2-channel) units the left-hand operator panel controls
the left-hand channel 1 (CHl), the right-hand operator panel controls
the right-hand channel 2 (CH2).
On 4-channel units the channels (CHt ... CH4) are arranged from left to right.

Enables the channel for standby recording. The red LED next to the key flashes.
While a recording is in progresss, this LED is continuously lit up.

switcht the input signal to LINE OUT (premonotoring). The level of the input signal
is indicated on the VU-meter [a0]. This signal can also be heard via the XLR

output, the monitor speaker [4], and the headphone connector [61].

The audio signal is reproduced from the record head with limited frequency
response. Synchronous recording of channel 2 to an existing recording on
channel 1 (and vice versa) is possible. The VU-meter [a0] indicates the level of the
SYNC reproduce signal. The SYNC signal can also be heard via the monitor
speaker [4], and the headphone connector [61 ].

Output selector of the respective channel. The audio signal is reproduced from the
reproduce head. The VU-meter [40] indicates the level of the reproduce signal.
The REPRO signal can also be monitored via the speaker [4], and the headphone
connector [61]. This function can also be activated while a recording is in
progress in order to continuously monitor the quality of the recording
(tape/source monitoring).

Output meter for the respective channel with three peak indicator LEDs for
+6, +9, and + 12 dB relative to 0 VU.

lnput level potentiometer for the LINE INPUT. Only enabled when the UNCAL [42]
key has been switch over to uncalibrated record mode.

Activates the uncaiibrated record mode for the respective channel. The record
level can be adjusted with the LINE LEVEL [48] potentiometer.

Switches the LINE INPUT of the respective channel on and off. When the
microphone input is simultaneously activated with the MIC ON [44] key, the two
signals will be mixed.

Switches the microphone input of the respective channel on and off. When the line
input is simultaneously activated with the LINE ON [43] key, the two signals will be
mixed.

Microphone attenuator for the respective channel. The input signal on the MIC
INPUT socket is attenuated by approx. 28 dB.

lnput volume potentiometer for the respective channel for adjusting the sensitivity
of the microphone input. The potentiometer is aktiv also in not pushing key
function.
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[47] PEAK-LED's

[48] REPRO-/SYNC-LEVEL

[4el UNCAL

Right controlfield 1

15, 7,5, 3,75
30, 15, 7,5

[51] DEVTATTON

[52] VARTSPEED

Is0l

The 3 LEDs +6, +9 and +12 dB are peak LEDs that warn against oversaturation
of the tape. ln the standard setting the peak values +6, +9 and +12 dB above 0

VU are indicated.

REPR/SYNC LEVEL. Output level potentiometer for the LINE OUTPUT. The signal
to be controlled is selected by the keys INPUT [37]; SYNC [38] or REPRO [391.
Only enabled when the UNCAL [a9] key has been changed over to uncalibrated
reproduce mode.

Activates the selected channel by the uncalibrated reproduce mode. The output
level can be adjusted with the REPRO/SYNC LEVEL [48] potentiometer.

(standard 1/4" version)

tb3l

152l

1+81

t4el

t55l

t51l

t54l

t48l

t4el

Pull-out page Fig. 2.4.4

Speed selection keys for selecting the desired nominal tape speed in inches per
second. To prevent inadvertent changeover, soft jumper 07 can be set in such a
way (see programming instructions below) that a changeover is only possible
together with the SHIFT [23] key. (First hold down the SHIFT key and then also
press the speed selection key).

Potentiometer for continuously varying the tape speed in "varispeed" mode
(VARISPEED [52] key) within the range of +7 semitones (-35%, +54o/o) relative to
the selected nominal speed. At 3.75 ips the range is: +7, -1.5 semitones.

Activates the varispeed mode. ln this mode the tape speed can be varied with the
DEVIATION [51] potentiometer. To prevent unintentional activation, this key is
only effective when pressed in conjunction with SHIFT [23] (press and hold SHIFT
and also press the VARISPEED key).
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Standard 2 . CHANNEL VERSIONS Timecode

t51l
t53l

152l

t48l

l55l

t4el

t57l

t56l

t52t

t5sl

581

511

601

t48l

t55l

t4el

Standard 2-channel VU-Panel 2-channel VU-TC panel

ccrR I NAa I

cH 1 oUTPUT LEVEL

EDI rAPE I I

cH 1 oUTPUT TEVEL CH 2

Standard 4 - CHANNEL VERSIONS Timecode

t57l

t56l

t52l

t5el

581

511

551

4-Channel VUK-TC panel

lvaRrsPEEDl I rNsERr I

4-Channel VUK-panel

a

I

The right-hand operator panel contains the speed selector, tape type or
equalization selector, and a key for activating the MONO or INSERT mode.
These two last functions are available as OPTIONS.

VU versions with built-in VU-meters are additionally equipped with the output
level potentiometers [ B] and the corresponding enable key (UNCAL [a9]).

TC versions are equippd with the time code selection keys [56-58].

1/2" machines are only available in the HS (High Speed) version and with only
one equalization standard (either CCIR or NAB). The speed selection keys [50]
are correspondingly labelled.
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[53] Audio softkeys They can be programmed (by means of softjumper 13) to switch between two

[54] different tape characteristics:
cclR/NAB
Selected switch between equilization CCIR/NAB.
or to switch between the CGIR and NAB standards:

TAPE A/TAPE B
or two different head sets:

HEAD A/HEAD B
r HEAD A = main reproduce head
r HEAD B = 2. reproduce head

The method of programming is described in section 2.5.2
To prevent unintentional activation, this changeover can only be enabled by
simultaneously pressing the SHIFT key [23] (press and hold SHIFT key and also
press the [53] or [54] key.

[55] MONO/INSERT This key activates the internal audio insert point.
. On stereo units the OPTIONAL mono/stereo selector switch can be installed

with or without test generator. ln this case the key [55] is labelled as MONO.
r With the option 20.807.950.00 it is possible to insert an external balanced

circuit (e.9. noise reduction system) into the audio input and/or output path. ln
this case the key [55] is labelled as INSERT (see Fig. 2.3.1 , item 1 1).

To prevent unintentional activation, this changeover can only be enabled by
simultaneously pressing the SHIFT key [23] (press and hold SHIFT key and also
press the MONO/INSERT key.
lf the insert point is unused, this key is disabled by means of jumper JP48 (JP46
for 1 f2" versions) located below the cover.

ControllieldTC-versions SeePageE2/25"2-channelversions"

[56] READY Enables the timecode channel for recording. The red LED next to the key flashes.
While a recording is in progress, this LED is continuously lit up.
On/off selection of READY function is only enabled when pressed SHIFT [23] and
READY [56] simultaneous.

[57] INPUT Output selection of the time code channel. The time code input signal is
connected directly to the time code output.
Select the INPUT function by pressing the SYNC [58] key. The function selected
last (SYNC or REPRO) with the will be activated.

[58] SYNC/REPRO Output selection of the time code channel. The time code signal is reproduced viä
the time code combination head.
: lf the yellow LED to the right of the key is dark, the output selection is set to

REPRO. This means that the Timecode signal coincides with the audio signal
on the audio reproduce head.

r lf the yellow LED is light, the output selection is set to SYNC. This means that
the time code signal coincides with the audio signal on the audio reproduce
head.

r During a time code recording the TC input signal is automatically applied to the
TC output, regardless of the switch setting.
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lsel SPEED

[60] Audio Softkeys

This key works as a wraparound function. The desired tape speed can be selected
by repeatedly pressing this key. The selected speed is displayed by the LEDs on
the left of the display 1221.
To prevent unintentional activation of this function, soft jumper 07 (see
programming, Section 2.5.21 can be set in such a way that the changeover can
only be effected in conjunction with the SHIFT [23] key. Hold down the SHIFT [23]
key and also press the SPEED [59] key.

Programmable key for the following functions:

Changeover to the calibration data of a second tape type with corresponding
equalization standard.
r LED on the right of the key is dark = tape type A selected IIAPE A)

Changeover to the other equalization standard of soft jumper 13
r LED on the right of the key is dark = CCIR standard selected
. LED on the right of the key is light = NAB standard selected

Changeover to the 2nd reproduce head
r LED on the right of the key is dark = reproduce head A (main head) is

selected.
r LED on the right of the key is light = reproduce head B (auxiliary head) is

selected.
These functions can be programmed (with soft jumper 13). The programming
method is described in Section 2.5.2.
To prevent unintentionalactivation, the changeover is only possible in conjunction
with the SHIFT [23] key. (Press and hold the shift key, then press key [60]).

iO:,x

"o

CH

o
o
o
o

t631

611

Standard option:
test generatol

4-channel 1/2"
verslon

Fig.2.4.6

Headphone socket. The built-in monitor speaker is automatically switched off
when the headphones jack is insefied. The Tape/source reproduce level of the
headphones can be adjusted with the VOLUME [5] potentiometer.

Test generator (only on models with the optional TEST GENERATOR). Depending
on the switch setting a sine signal (0 VU) with a frequency of 60 Hz, 125 Hz, 1 k{z,
10 kHz or 16 kHz is fed instead of the input signal. ln the OFF position the test
generator is disabled. To prevent mixing of the test generator signals with the
inputs, the functions MIC ON [44] and LINE ON [a3] should be switched off.

Tape B

NAB

HEAD B

[61] PHONES

[62] Hz
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[63] dB

[64] cHl...cH4

Fi$.2.4.7

[6s] MONITOR VOLUME

166l |NPUT

[67] oUTPUT
TAPE

[68] CHl + CH2

[6el CHI + CH2

Booster amplifier (only in units with the option: TEST GENERATOR). Depending
on the switch setting the test signal is attenuated by -10 or -20 dB and the output
signal boosted by +10 or +20 dB.

Monitor selection key (see pull-out page Fig. 2.4.5/3).

The selected and engaged keys connect the corresponding output signal(s) to the
monitor and headphones amplifier.

Fig.2.a.8

Volume control of the monitor amplifier. lt influences the monitor volume of the
input signals selected with the key [66] or [67].

Thevolume of the headphones socket PHONES [61] can also be adjusted. The
monitor speaker is switched off when the headphones are plugged in.

Signal selector of the monitor speaker. When you press the INPUT [66] key, the
signal available on the input is connected to the monitor speaker (source
monitoring).
lf the output selector of the VU-meter unit is set to INPUT [37], the monitor always
reproduces the input signal in the INPUT [67] or OUTPUT-TAPE [67] settings.

Signal selector of the monitor speaker. When you press the OUTPUT [67] key, the
reproduce or SYNC signal from tape is heard through monitor speaker. Depends
on the setting of the output selector [37, 38] of the VU-meter unit.
lf the output selector is set to INPUT [37], the input signal is reproduced by the
monitor in the OUTPUT-TAPE [67] setting.

Signal selector of the monitor speaker. When you press the OUTPUT key [67], the
input signal of the corresponding channel is connected to the monitor speaker.
The signal to be monitored is determined with the keys INPUT [66] (source
monitoring), OUTPUT TAPE [67], or AUX [70] (auxiliary input).

On the instrument panel stereo monitor the input signal is connected to both
speakers in accordance with the channel selection [68].

Selector switch for the monitor
When CHl + CH2 [69] is pressed, the signals of both channels are added and
reproduced in mono mode.

Monitor-units in external VU-meter panel

t4l

t66l t67l t68l t6sl t68l
Standard monitor for externes VU-Panel

t661 t671 tTol t68t t71l t681

Monitor-unit for stereo monitor panel
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[70] Stereo-auxiliary
input

[71] STEREO

2.4.2 Power switch [1]

With the AUX [70] key you can monitor the signal connected to the AUX input via
the monitor speaker or the headphones (PHONES) socket. This signal has no
further connection to the unit. The AUX input is strictly a monitoring channel.

Both channels are reproduced in stereo mode via the built-in monitor speaker and
the PHONE [61] socket when the STEREO [71] key is pressed on the instrument
panel stereo monitor.

Caution:

Exception:

2.4.3

Before you connect the tape recorder to the AC outlet, check that the setting of
line voltage selector agrees with the local mains voltage. The fuse rating must be
checked whenever the setting of the line voltage selector has been changed
(Section 2.3.1). The power switch [1] is located at the top edge of the tape deck
cover.
When the tape recorder is switched on, the operating state that existed when the
machine was switched off is automatically reestablished and displayed. The
software release date (V1Ail.YY = week. year) is shown on the display l22l lor a
few seconds. The last timer reading is subsequently displayed.

Tape transpoft functions that were active when the machine was switched off are
not restarted, and the channels that were set to READY and the varispeed mode
are disabled. The tape recorder is always switched to STOP [34]. When a tape is
inserted, the yellow LED of the STOP key is continuously light. lf there is no tape
or if the tape is slack, the LED flashes for approx. 10 seconds and then switches
off'

lndications at power on time

After the machine has been switched on, the VU-meters [40] are illuminated and
the software date is shown on the display [22].

The following indications are also possible. They signal the current operating state
of the tape recorder:
r Display: The last tape address is indicated.
r Locator addresses are saved.
r STOP: The stop function is active. lf the LED flashes for approx. 10 s and then

switches off, there is no tape inserted or the inserted tape is slack.

' CCIR IIAPE A/REPRO HEAD LEFT) or NAB OAPE B/REPRO HEAD RIGHT):
the selected equalization standard (tape type/reproduce head) is indicated.

r 3.75 7.5 15 or 30: The selected tape speed is indicated next to the display [22]
and on the speed selector keys [50].

r lnput selector: The selected input is indicated with MIC ATT [45], MIC ON [44],
LINE ON [43] or UNCAL [42].

. Output selector: The selected output is indicated with INPUT 137 /521, SYNC
[38/58], or REPRO [3s/58].

r Output level: Uncalibrated output level is indicated by the red LED next to the
UNCAL [a9] keys.

. MONO/INSERT [57] is indicated if a corresponding option is installed and if it
was selected before the machine was switched off.

On models equipped with an VU meter panelthe channel selection for the monitor
output is also indicated.
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2.4.4 lnserting the tape

Three-pronged reel
(DlN 45514,45s17)

Dltl adapter and
Self-supporting pancake
(DrN 4s51s)

Adapter for 3-pronged (CINE) reels for DIN AEG hubs and NAB reel adapters are

engaged in the spindles.

lnstall the adapters for 3-pronged Cine reels. Mount the full reel on the left-hand

spindle, the empty reel on the right-hand spindle. Pull out the three-pronged guide

and lock the adapter with a 60" turn.

Fig.2.4.3

2,

3

1 DIN AEG-adapter
3 Center ol pencake, unlocked

DIN AEG platter
Center of pencake, locked.

2
4

EOITION: OKToBER 19€1
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lnstallthe DIN adapter

NAB reel

Threading the tape

Mount the spindle on the adapter and engage the driving pin of the reel flange in
the holes of the spindle.
Mount the full pancake on the left-hand side. Lift the clip and twist it by 60' until it
rests on the guide pins. Mount an empty reel flange and an empty hub on the
right-hand side.

Mount the NAB adapters on the two spindles 12/31and lock them by pulling out
the three-pronged guides and giving a 60'turn..

Fig.2.4.s

Thread the tape as illustrated. lt must be threaded exactly around the tape tension
sensor [9], the tacho roller [7], through the light barrier [8], and over the
soundheads. Pull the leading end of the tape overthe pinch roller [13] (the pinch
roller can be moved to the idle position by actuating the tape lifter [6]), and
around the right-hand guide roller. Thread the tape on the right-hand reel and
secure the tape by giving the right-hand reel a few counterclockwise turns.

lf the tape starts with a transparent leader, spool fonruard by pressing the > [32]
key until the oxide coating has passed the light barrier [8]. Set the tape timer [22]
to zero by pressing the RESET [21] key. lf the tape is always set to zero at the
same address, the magnetic tape can be repetitively positioned at any address by
means of the real-time tape counter 1221. lt necessary, raise the head shield [15]
in front of the reproduce head(s).

Fig.2.4.6
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2.4.5 Tapespeed [501

Three tape speeds are available. Depending on the model, three out of the
following four spe,eds can be selected: 3.75/7.5/15/30 ips. The speed is selected:

r either by pressing the key [50]. The LED in the key lights up. lf correspondingly
programmed (soft jumper 07) it may bö necessary to hold down the SHIFT

[23] key while selecting the speed.

r or b! repeatedly operating key [59]. The selected speed is indicated in the
display l22l in the left control field generell. Also in this case interlocking with
the SHIFT key can be programmed.

2.4,6 Play mode [331

When the local PLAY key [33], a corresponding remote control button, or a fader
start device is actuated (possibly via the FADER READY key), the tape recorder
switches to play mode. The yellow LED above the PIAY key lights up.

The play mode can be cancelled by pressing the STOP [34] key or any other tape
command key . lf the PLAY key is pressed while a recording is in progress (REC),

the machine switches to play without interruption and the record mode is

cancelled. lf the PI-AY key is pressed in spooling mode, the magnetic tape is
immediately decelerated and the play function is preselected. As soon as the
magnetic tape has come to a standstill or achieved the nominal speed in the play
direction, the machine switches to play mode.

Any tape transport function can be selected independently of the current
operating state of the machine. The microprocessor checks automatically the
validity of the command and protects the tape by first decelerating it before the
opposite sense of rotation or a slower speed is activated. A SHUTTLE or locator
function can also be selected directly.

cleaning the capstan motor When no tape is mounted (tape tension sensor in idle position, light barrier not
covered), you can switch on the capstan motor for cleaning the shaft by pressing
the PI-AY [33] key. The motor rotates for as long as the key is pressed.

2.4.7 Reverse play mode

By simultaneously pressing the SHIFT [23] and PI-AY [33] keys, the tape recorder
can be switched to REVERSE PI-AY for searching a tape location or for achieving
special effects. Any tape transport command, including the SHUTTLE and the
locator function can be selected directly from reverse play mode.
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2.4.8 Varispeed control [521

ln reproduce as well as play mode, the variable tape speed can be selected by
simultaneously pressing the two keys SHIFT [23] and VARISPEED [52]; the red
LED next to the VARISPEED key flashes. The deviation from the nominal tape
speed can be selected with the DEVIATION [51] potentiometer within the range of
+7 semitones (+Z to -1.5 semitones at 3.75 ips). The tape speed can also be
altered by means of an external varispeed control (option). When the external
varispeed control is activated, the internal control frequency is automatically
disabled.

Notes:
The delay time for the drop-in and drop-out is matched to the corresponding
nominal speed; theses delays are not adjusted in varispeed mode! The indication
of the tape timer no longer corresponds to the true elapsed time but rather to the
playing time at nominal speed.

2.4.9 Record mode REC [351

Drop-in:

Drop-out:

The information in this Section do not apply to "playback only" models (PBO)!

when the REc [35] and the PIAY [33] keys are pressed simultaneously, the tape
recorder switches to record mode provided at least one channel has been
enabled with the READY [36/56] key and the red LED next to the key flashes.
During a recording the LEDs of the REC [35], PLAY [33], and READY [36/56] keys
are continuously light.
The setting of soft jumper 11 (for programming details see 2.5.2) can be changed
in such a way that the record mode can be activated from play mode by simply
pressing the REC [35] key (but PI-AY and REC still have to be pressed to enable
recording from the STOP condition).

From record mode it is possible to switch directly to fast wind, play or a locator
function by pressing the corresponding key. The STOP [34] command
immediately interrupts the record mode. Channels that are switched to SYNC
reproduction automatically switch to INPUT with the drop in and back to SYNC
with the drop out.

Click-free changeover from SYNC reproduction to record mode is possible.
Depending on the soft jumper setting, this is possible by either pressing REC [351
together with PLAY [33] or only the REC [35] key. The record head is switched on
with a speeddependent delay so that the erase head and the record head are
enabled at exactly the same tape location.

Click-free changeover from record mode to SYNC play mode is possible by
pressing the PLAY [33] key. The record head is switched off with a speed-
dependent delay so that the erase head and the record head are switched off at
exactly the same tape location.
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Notes:

Overlapping drop in:

2.4.10 SYNC reproduction SYNC [38]

Since the machine interrupts a recording immediately when the STOP [34] key is

pressed, the drop-out process can no longer be executed. For joining recording

segments without a gap it is necessary to switch from record to PI-AY before

STOP is activated. For the drop-in we recommend that you first switch to PI-AY

[33] and then to record (in order to prevent inaccuracies caused by the tape

start).

lf e.g. an applause is to be faded in with overlap at the end of a recording, the

magnetic tape can be lifted off the erase head by means of the tape lifter [6]. The

machine is then restarted in record mode and the tape lifter slowly released. The

tape first contacts the record head and the applause is added to the existing

modulation. When the tape lifter is released, the tape also contacts the erase

head. The existing modulation is erased and only the applause is recorded.

SYNC preselection:

The SYNC [38] key switches the corresponding channel to SYNC reproduction.

This means that the output audio signals are not supplied by the reproduce head

but by the record head via the reproduce amplifier.

Since there is no time offset between the record and the "reproduce" head in this

mode, it is possible to add a synchronous recording to a channel with an existing
recording (e.9. vocalization of instrumental music).

Procedure: Synchronous recording to channel 1

r Switch channel 1 to SYNC [38].
r Switch channel2 to READY [36] and connect MIC to CH2.
r Select MIC ON [44] and adjust the sensitivity with the potentiometer [46]'

(Possibly activate the attenuator [45], switch the phantom power on or off).
r Start the machine in record mode
r Monitor the music of channel 1 via the headphones [58] and add the vocal part

via the microphone.

For technical reasons, the sync reproduce frequency response is limited to
approx. 6 kHz at 3.75 ips, 10 kHz at 7.5 ips, 12kHz at 15 ips, and 12 kHz at 30 ips.

A degradation in quality is, therefore, inevitable with SYNC reproduction.

SYNC reproduction can be preselected for a channel that has been readied for
record mode. When the SYNC [38] key is pressed during a recording, the
corresponding channel is connected to the INPUT. This channel is automatically
switched to SYNC reproduction when the drop-out occurs (PLAY, STOP).
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2.4.11 Spooling mode < > 131/321

Tape lifting

The ( [31] key activates the fast wind in the forward direction, the > [32] key in
the rewind direction. The tape will be wound at the maximum spooling speed.
The spooling functions are cancelled by STOP [94], PI-AY [A3], REC+pLÄy
[35,33], SHUTTLE [28], TAPE DUMP [30], LOC functions and by spooling in the
opposite direction. lt is admissible to switch from spooling directly to play or
record mode. The LED of the preselected function flashes; the magnetic tape is
decelerated, and the preselected function is only activated when the tape has
come to a stop or reached the nominal speed.

ln spooling mode the tape is automatically lifted off the heads in order to minimize
the wear of the tape and the audio heads.

r Automatic cueing:
When the programmable LIFTER 126/271keys is actuated (different functions
can be assigned to the keys [26] and [27] by setting the respective soft
jumpers [9 + 101, (see section 2.5.2) the tape lifter is retracted so that the tape
makes contact with the audio heads. Depending on the setting of the soft
jumpers, the tape lifting is defeated either for as long as the key is pressed or
untilthe key is pressed again.

r Manualcueing:
Cueing in spooling mode is possible by manually pressing the pinch roller [13]
against the capstan shaft. The closer the tape is pushed against the reproduce
head, the stronger the output signal. For safety reasons it is not possible to
press the pinch roller completely against the capstan shaft.

Note:
ln order to protect the treble speaker of the monitor boxes from overloads when
the cueing function is active in spooling mode, the reproduce level is automatically
attenuated by 12 dB.

2.4.12 Producing pancakes at reduced spooting speeds, LIBRARY wlND

The reduced spooling speed is intended for pancakes that are to be saved in a
library. The tape is wound more gently and, due to the absence of an air cushion
between the individual layers, also more tightly.
The library wind function is activated by pressing and holding down the SHIFT
[23] key and simultaneously pressing the spooling key ( [31] or > [32]. The
library wind function is cancelled as soon as any tape transport function is
selected.
To ensure that a smooth pancake can be produced with any type of tape, the
reduced spooling speed can be individually adjusted with the trimmer
potentiometer SHTL located below the left-hand tape splicing block [10].

2.4.13 Stop mode STOP [341

The STOP [3a] key has the highest priority and cancels all operating states such
as play, record, spooling, SHUTTLE, and the LOC functions. The tape is
immediately decelerated after this function has been selected. Any new command
enterd during the deceleration phase of the tape is stored and immediately
activated when the tape speed required for this function is achieved.
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2.4.14 Locator Z-LOC, LOC1 (LOC2, LOC3, LOC START) 124'271

LOC:

LOC START:

LOC1.".LOC3:

Programming the locator
addresses:

Reading out a LOC
address:

Depending how the keys [26] and [27] are programmed, up to three transfer

locators and one zero locator areavailable (for programming refer to Section

2.5.21. All locator addresses refer to the main tape timer. When a locator function

is caiteO with activated auxiliary timer (l-AP [20]), the machine switches from the

auxiliary timer to the main timer before the locator function is executed. The l-AP

function remains switched off.

When the Z-LOC l24l key is pressed, the tape is wound forward or backward at

high speed until the tape location corresponding to the timer address 00.00.00 is

reached.

When the LOC START 126127l key is pressed, the tape is wound forward or

backward at high speed until the tape address is reached at which PI-AY or REC

was activated the last time from STOP mode (prerequisite: standstill of the tape).

The machine then switches to STOP mode. The play or record function can be

preselected by pressing the corresponding key while the tape is being positioned.

The LED of the selected function flashes until the function is performed.

At least one transfer locator is always available with the LOC1 [25] key' One

additional transfer locator each (LOC2, LOC3) can be assigned through

corresponding programming of keys [26] and l27l.ln this way up to three tape

addresses can be stored and automatically searched at high speed by pressing

the corresponding key. The locate function can be cancelled by pressing [34], <

[31], > [32] or by selecting a different LOC function.
As is the case for the LOC START function, the play and record functions can be

preselected.

r Storing the current taPe address:
Position the magnetic tape at the desired tape address, press the SET [17] (the

first digit in the display l22l flashes), and then the key of the transfer locator
(LOC1...LOC3) in which the tape address is to be stored.

r Storing a known tape address:
The locator address can also be entered via the keyboard without positioning

the magnetic tape. Press the SET [17] key; the first digit in the display flashes.

With the STEP [19] key you can now alter the value of the digit in single steps.

Then press the SEL [18] key to access the next digit and alter it with the STEP

[19] key. Repeat these steps until the tape address to be stored is shown on
the display.
Store the tape address by pressing one of the locator keys (LOC1...LOC3).

r During a LOC process: Press the corresponding LOC key a second time.
r ln any other operating mode: Press the SHIFT [23] key and then the

corresponding LOC key.
Whenever the display [22] does not indicate the current tape address, the two
separating dots between the hours and minutes and between the minutes and
the seconds flash.

The locator addresses always relate to the actual tape address and are

automatically conveded when the tape counter is set to zero (RESEI [21] key).

When a different tape speed is selected, the current counter content as well as all

locator addresses are recomputed and remain stored even when the tape

recorder is switched off.
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2.4.15 Programmablefunctions

LOC:

LOOP:

The programmable keys [26] and l27l (soft jumper 09 and 10) as well as [53] and
[5a] (soft jumper 13) can be assigned to different function by changing the soft
jumper status. The programming method is described in section 2.5.2.

KEY SOFT
JUMPER

:f ., "i'r''- rii {,, o* STATUS

1261 09 I4ODE ASSIGNMENT SOFTKEY 1

(Default status = 1)

0 = L00P.I = LOC START
2 = LC/J,2
3=10C3
4 = BACKSPACE
5 = FADER READY

6 = LIFTER AS MOi4ENTARY KEY"
7 = LIFTER FLIP-FLOP KEY I i
B = REHAERSE

l27l 10 I4ODE ASSIGNMENT SOFTKEY 2
(Default status = 4)

[53]tsl

[60]

HITHOUT

13

I'4ODE ASSIGNMENT
AUDIO SOFTKEYS

GENERELLY
I"1ODE ASSIGNMENT
SHITCHABLE JUMPER

2 CHANNEL
VERSION

0 = TAPE A/B CCIR
1 = TAPE A/B NAB X
2 = REPRO HEAD A/B CCIR*
3 = REPRO HEAD A/B NAB
4 = CHANGE

EQUILIZATION CCIR/NAB

rc 1/4"
VERSION

0 = TAPE A/B CCIR
1 = TAPE A/B NAB
4 = CHANGE- EQUILIZATION CCIR/NAB

4 KANAL
VERSION

0
1

a/'T o

NAB

* only when second Head is available (option); not available in Timecode-
versions.

The locator functions are described in Section 2.4.14.

This function performs a continuous loop between tape address 00.00.00 and the
address stored in LoC1. The lower of the two addresses (timer reading 00.00.00)
or a negative address in LoCl is taken as the starting address. when the Loop
key is pressed the magnetic tape is positioned at the staning address and the play
mode is activated until the ending address is reached. At this point the tape is
automatically rewound to the starting address and the play mode is reactivated.
This procedure is repeated until the LOOP function is cancelled with the input of a
new tape deck command.
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BACKSPACE:

LIFTER:

REHEARSE:

FADER READY:

ccrR/NAB:

NAB

TAPEA/TAPEB:

While this key is pressed, the tape is rewound at approximately 4 times the

nominal play ipeed (depends on the selected nominal play speed) without lifting

the tape irom the soundheads. The reproduce path is enabled for monitoring.

PI-AY is automatically reactivated when you release this key.

Depending on the soft jumper programming of the LIFTER function, the tape lifter

is defeated either until this key is pressed again (soft jumper [9] or [10] set to

status 7) or only for as long as this key is pressed (soft jumper [9], [10] set to

status 6).
For a detaited description of the LIFTER function refer to Section 2.4.11 Tape lifter.

Simulates a recording (insert mode)
For channels selected with the READY [36] key, the sync signal is replaced by the

input signal after the record command has been entered. However, the erase and

record currents are not switched on. The sync/input changeover occurs at the

right moment.
WYhen the REHEARSE function is selected, the LEDs of the tape deck keys PLAY

or PI-AY and REC flash.

Four different fader start modes can be selected. They are called mode A, B, C,

and D.

Depending on the selected fader start mode (set with soft jumper 12), a FADER

READy XEV may be required for enabling or disabling the fader start circuit (such

a switch is required for mode B, C, and D).

Rather than with an external switch, this function can also be performed with key

[26] or [27]. when the fader start circuit is enabled (FADER READY 126 or 2711,

ine'yettow LeO next to the key as well as the FAD LED in the display window [22]

are iigfrt to signal the fader ready condition. When this key is pressed again, the

circuii is disabled, the LEDs switch off, i.e. opening of the fader has no effect on

the tape recorder. When the SHIFT [23] key is pressed together with the built-in

fader ready key, the tape recorder starts in record mode when the fader is
opened, provided at least one channel is switched to READY [36].

These keys are used for changing over between cclR [53] and NAB [54]
equalization standard which can be individually calibrated. The method of

programming the keys [53/54] is described in Section 2.5.2

On timecode units the NAB [60] key changes over between CCIR and NAB

equalization standard and vice versa if the soft jumper is correspondingly
programmed.
it the yellow LED next to the NAB [60] is light, NAB equalization has been

selected.
lf the yellow LED next to the NAB [60] key is dark, CCIR equalization is selected.

DifferÄnt audio calibration parameters can be stored for the NAB and CCIR

standard.

ln this mode the keys [53/54] are used for changing over between two individually

calibrated tape types (type A and type B). This is possible with CCIR or NAB

equalization selected. The method of programming is described in Section 2.5.2
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TAPE B: On timecode units the TAPE B 160l key changes over between the two individually
calibratable tape types A and B if the soft jumper is correspondingly programmed.
lf the yellow LED next to the TAPE B [60] key is light, tape type B is selected.
lf the yellow LED next to the TAPE B [60] key is dark, tape type A is setected.

ln this mode the keys [53/54] are used for switching from the standard reproduce
head (in REPRO mode) to the optional second reproduce head. This is possible
with CCIR or NAB equalization selected. The reproduce levelfor each reproduce
head is individually adjustable. The method of programming is described in
Section 2.5.2

* on time code units this programming is not possible, i.e. when soft jumper 13 is
selected, only the states 0, 1 and 4 can be selected.

HEAD A/HEAD B: *

2.4.16 Fader start

lmportant:

with the fader start circuit, the tape recorder can be started in pl-Ay mode by
means of 5V...24 V DC or AC applied by a remote control unit between pins 't1

and 12 of the parallel remote control socket. ln the operating modes (FADER B, c,
or D), the fader start must be enabled ('FADER srART READY) by a switch that
interconnects pin 6 (SR-READY signal) and 1 (ground) of the same socket. Direct
fader start selection without a ready key is only possible in FADER A mode. The
fader can also be enabled with the programmabte FADER READY t26l l2zl key of
the local keypad or on the optional remote control. The function programmed in
the tape recorder (FADER B, c, or D) is performed. when they sHtFT [23] key is
pressed together with the local fader ready key 1261 1271, the machine is started in
record mode when the fader is opened, provided at least one channel has been
set to READY [36].

when the FADER READY function is switched off or when no READy [36] key is
selected, fader start ready is automatically cancelled.

Fader start without FADER srART READY key. After the fader start the local
keypad and the remote control keys are disabled, the built-in monitor speaker is
muted (but not the headphonesl). When the fader is pulled back (the fader switch
opens), the tape recorder stops, but the built-in monitor speaker is only unmuted
when the tape has come to a standstill. The machine can now again be operated.

Fader start with FADER START READY key. ln order to activate the fader start
function, the FADER READY key must be selected (FAD LED in the disptay
window [22] is on). After the fader start, the local keypad and the remote control
keys are disabled, the built-in monitor speaker is muted (but not the
headphones!). when the fader is pulted back (the fader switch opens), the tape
recorder stops, but the built-in monitor speaker is only unmuted when the tape
has come to a standstill. The machine can now again be operated. lf the fader
switch is actuated but the fader ready key has not been pressed (FAD LED is
dark), the operating state of the tape recorder does not change.
Exception: in play mode the built-in monitor speaker is muted when the fader is
opened and unmuted when the fader is closed.

Fader start with FADER START READY key. After the fader ready key has been
pressed, the local keypad and the remote control keys are disabled. The machine
can only be started by opening the fader. The built-in monitor speaker is muted
(but not the headphones!). lf the fader switch is actuated but the fader ready key
has not been pressed, the operating state of the tape recorder does not change.

FADER A:

FADER B:

FADER C:

E2/40
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FADER D:

2.4.17 Tape timer [22]

Exception: in play mode the built-in monitor speaker is muted when the fader is

opened and unmuted when the fader is closed.

Fader start with FADER START READY key. Regardless of the position of the fader
read switch, the local keypad and the remote control keys remain enabled, even
afier the fader start. The built-in monitor speaker is muted (but not the
headphones!). lf the fader switch is actuated but the fader ready key has not been
pressed, the operating state of the tape recorder does not change.

Exception: in play mode the built-in monitor speaker is muted when the fader is

opened and unmuted when the fader is closed.

FADER MODE TRUTH TABLE:

FADER MODE A B c D

FADER READY-KEY REOUIRED

FADER READY-NOT REOUIRED a

I I I

INTERNAL MONITOR MUTED I I I I

FADER CLOSED

TRANSPORT DECK KEYS ENABLED

TRANSPORT DECK KEYS DISABLED

I I

I

I

FADER OPEN

TRANSPORT DECK KEYS ENABLED

TRANSPORT DECK KEYS DISABLED I I I

I

LED Fader ready

LED Ught

LED off

Fader start activ

No fader start possible

The electronic tape timer always displays the real tape time in hours, minutes, and
seconds, relative to the selected nominal tape speed (exception: varispeed
mode). The timer has a display range -9 h 59 min 59 s to 99 h 59 min 59 s. The
timer can be set to zero (00.00.00) by pressing the RESET [21] key.

When the end of the tape, a torn tape, or the tape leader is detected, the timer
stops automatically. ln waste basket mode OAPE DUMP [30]) the timer
continuous to run or stops, depending on the setting of the soft jumper 05
(Section 2.5.2).
Tape segments can also be timed (Section 2.4.18 Auxiliary timer).

ln "adj" mode (Section 2.5.3) the tape timer display shows the setting of the audio
parameters; in soft jumper programming mode (Section 2.5.2).it shows the setting
of the selected software switch. When the SHIFT key is pressed followed by a
LOC key, the tape timer displays the content of the locator assigned to the
corresponding key.

The locator addresses always relate to the actual tape address and are
automatically recomputed when the tape timer is set to zero (RESET [21] key).

EDfiON: OKIOBER l9€l
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Setting the tape timer:

Procedure:

Exception:

2.4.18 Auxiliary timer LAP [201

Starting with software release 15/90, the tape timer can be set.
lf the A807 is parked at the start of a music selection with a known start time, the
start time can be read into the time timer if the tape timer reading deviates.

r Press the SET [17] key (first digit of the display flashes). lf necessary modify
the first digit with the STEP [19] key, otherwise press the STEP [19] key to
advance to the next position to be modified, and set this position with the
STEP [19] key to the desired starting time according to the list of selections.
When you press the SHIFT [23] and SET [17] keys the start time is read into
the tape timer and stored. All LOCATOR positions are recalculated so that the
stored tape addresses are retained.

r The zerolocator no longer parks at the old tape address, it now parks at the
new zero position.

The l-AP [20] key activates a second (auxiliary) tape timer with a user-selectable
reference (zero setting). The auxiliary timer mode is signalled by the l-AP LED in
the display window. The auxiliary timer can be set to zero (RESET [21] key at any
tape address and can thus be used for determining the exact playing time of a
selection without influencing the main timer or having to compute the difference
between the start and the end time. When the l-AP [20] key is pressed a second
time, the display switches back to the main timer, the LAP LED switches off.

Note: When the l-AP function is active, it is not possible to set a locator address. The
locator addresses always relate to the main timer. When a locator key is pressed,
the l-AP function is automatically cancelled, the main timer is activated, and the
tape is positioned at the selected locator address.
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2.4.19 MONO/INSERT [55] (not available by 4-channelversions)

MONO

lnput:

MONO MODE A:

MONO MODE B:

MONO MODE C:

Output:

MONO MODE A:

MONO MODE B:

MONO MODE C:

On two-channel and stereo models with channel selector buttons, this key is

labelled with MONO; on all other models with INSERT. However, the actual
function is always the same: the internal insert point of the 0 a amplifier is
activated in the audio input and output path.

On stereo models the optional MONO/STEREO switch can be connected into the
circuit at this point. A noise reduction system (Dolby) or a supplementary circuit of
a different type can also be connected here.

The function of the MONO (INSERT) [57] key is enabled by moving the jumper
JPzA ffor 1/2" versions JPzl6) on the COMMAND PANEL BOARD 1.727.660.81 to
position "B". The Audio control board 1.727.670.82 straps lS3, lS4, lS5 and 156 on
position B must changing by setting, so that the audio signals can be looped via
the INPUT or the OUTPUT INSERT BOARD (MONO/STEREO SWITCH). With the
jumpers JS1 and JS2 on the AUDIO CONTROL BOARD the user can define,
whether the signal for the built-in monitor speaker is to be tapped before or after
the insert point (Fig. 2.4.7).
To enable this function, the SHIFT [23] key must be pressed and held while the
MONO or INSERT [57] key is pressed. When SHIFT and MONO/INSERT are
pressed again, the function is switched off.

The various modes of the MONO/STEREO switch are programmed by changing
jumper settings.

On the input section by setting the jumpers JP1 and JP2 on the M/S INPUT
AMPLIFIER 1.727.441.00 / 451.00.

The input signal of channel 1 is recorded simultaneously on channel 1 and
channel 2 (JP1 = A, JP2 = B).

The input signals of channel 1 and 2 are added and the aggregate signal recorded
simultaneously on both channels (JPt = A, JP2 = A).

The input signal of channel 2 is simultaneously recorded on channel 1 and
channel 2 (JP1 = B, JP2 = A).

On the output side by changing the jumpers JP1 and JP2 on the M/S OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER 't.727.442.00 / 452.00.

The mono reproduce signals of channel 1 and channel 2 are added and
reproduced via the output channel 1 (OUTPUT CH1) (JP1 = A, JP2 = B), the
output channel2 (OUTPUT CH2) remains muted.

The signals of both channels are added and the aggregate signal is
simultaneously reproduced via both outputs
(ouTPUT CHl, CH2) (JP1 = A, JP2 = A).

The mono reproduce signals of channel 'l and channel 2 are added and
reproduced via the output channel 2 (OUTPUT CH2) (JP1 = B, JP2 = A), the
output channel 1 (OUTPUT CH1) remains muted.
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2.4.20 Remote control

2.4.21

The following functions can be remote controlled with the parallel remote control:
Play, record, spooling, stop, reset timer, zero loc, loc start, lifter, varispeed on/ott
and fader (fader ready) indirectly also back space (PI-AY + <). Please note that
the backspace speed is identical to the one in the rewind function, i.e. no
matching to the normally selected tape speed.
The pin assignment of the remote control connector and the connection
configuration are described in Section 2.3.3.

External VU-meter panel

[40]

141/481

142/4sl

[37 - 3e]

[351

t4I

[68, 691

[65]

[66,671

Tape recorder versions with VU meter panel (VUK) are equipped with the following
operator controls:

VU-meter(s) for level indication

Potentiometers for decreasing/increasing the output signal level, if

the UNCAL keys are active.

Output selector for determining the output signal on the XLR socket (input, SYNC
or reproduce signal)

Ready key to enable recording.

Monitor speaker. (Automatically muted when the headphones [61] are plugged in)

Channel selection keys for monitoring the desired channel or both channels.

Volume control (also influences the volume on the headphones socket [61] of the
tape recorder).

Monitor selection keys. Determine whether the input or output signal are to be
monitored (source/tape monitoring).

2.4.22 External stereo monitor panel

[66, 67, 701

INPUT
OUTPUT

AUX

[651

[68,711

An e><ternal stereo monitor panel (with or without VU meters) is available as an
option. lt contains the following controls:

Monitor selection keys. Select the signal to be monitored.

= Monitor the input signal (source monitoring
= Monitor the output signal (tape monitoring)
= Monitorthe auxiliary ifiput (input signalfrom S-pin XLR connector).

Volume control (also influences the headphones socket [61] on the tape recorder.

Channelselection keys
lf one of the keys [68] is pressed, the audio signal of the corresponding channel is
connected to the monitor speaker.
r lf key [71] is pressed, the left-hand speaker processes the signal of channel 1

and the right-hand speaker the signal of channel 2 (stereo mode).
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2.4.23 Test generator (option) (only lor 2'channelversions)

Command panel:

A test generator can be installed as an option in all 2-channel versions of the 4807
MKll. The optional test generator includes the MONO/STEREO switch.
lf only the test generator is required (without the MONO/STEREO switch), the
MONO (INSERT) [57] key can be disabled by changing the position of jumper

JP48 on the command panel board 1.727.ffi.81 (or 1127.762/63/ffiß}in time
code units) below the front tape deck cover.

r Jumper JP48 in position A as illustrated = mono/stereo switch disabled.
. Jumper JP48 in position B = mono/stereo switch enabled.

1.727.660.81

ffiffi
*t

,I
I
I

[1

F$

The controls of the test generator are accessible from the operator panel and can
be adjusted with a screwdriver. The test generator is switched on and the test
frequency (60 Hz, 125 Hz,1 kHz, 10 kHz, 16 kHz) of the sine wave generator is set
with the Hz 162l switch. The test generator is disabled when this switch is in the
OFF position.

Note: When operating with the test generator, make sure that no signals are available on
the inputs (MlC INPUT and LINE INPUT). This signal would be mixed with the
generator signaland could lead to measurement errors.
. On models without input selector, the signal cables on the inputs should be

detached.
. On models with input selector the inputs should be switched off (MlC ON [441

and LINE ON [4?] in off position).

The booster amplifier is operated with the dB [63] switch. The generator level can
be attenuated by 10 or 20 dB. At the same time the gain in the reproduce path is
automatically increased by 10 dB or 20 dB; in this way the reference value of the
VU-meter is the same as for nominal level. The booster amplifier can also be used
when the test generator is switched off, e.g. when playing a reproduce test tape.

I j::lmft. I ffi

l {lLJt 't lLlt:.ltlL:lnF]Ü

.trts|üFr-F.r.i4 -itfi

t!(_)L!

Fig.2.4.7
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2.4.24 Editing, cutting the tape

Searching a tape address
with fast wind

SHUTTLE 12e/2sl

Marking the tape:

Cutting the tape:

Splicing the tape:

Any tape address can be searched by means of fast forward > [32] and rewind <

[31] keys. However, additional facilities have been provided that may be more
convenient: SHUTTLE 128/291, Z-IOC [24], LOC1 [25], and, depending on the
internal programming (Softjumper 09 and 10), the keys [26] and l27l which
support the following functions: LOC START, LOC2 LOC3, BACKSPACE.

The locator functions are described in Section 2.4.14, the BACKSPACE function in

Section 2.4.15.

The SHUTTLE [28] key activates the editing mode. The tape is not lifted so that
cueing is always possible. Editing under assistance of the spooling motors is
possible with rhe aid of the SHUTTLE CoNTROL [29] wheel. when this wheel is
turned, the tape is spooled in the corresponding direction. The greater the
deflection of the wheel from its home position, the faster the spooling speed. An
edit point can thus be conveniently searched and approximately aligned. For fine-
positioning of the edit point, the tape can be moved forward or backward by
manually turning the right-hand spindle [3]. The tape tension control and the
reproduce paths are enabled.

The center of the reproduce head (head gap) can be marked on the reverse side
of the tape by means of a grease pen or a soft pencil. A tape marker [11] is

available as an accessory. A light pressure on the marking lever marks the tape
with a stamp exactly at the reproduce head gap.

The tape can subsequently be cut at the marked position.

The tape can be easily lifted off the reproduce head by means of antimagnetic
scissors and cut exactly in front of the head gap. lf the position of the reproduce
head gap has previously been marked, the tape can be transported up to the
optional scissors [12] and cut or be inserted manually into the optional cutting
block [14] on the head shield or below the head block, and cut with a tazor blade.

The two tape sections to be joined are inserted with the reverse (marked) side
facing up into the splicing block [10] or the cutting block [14] (only forl/4"
versions). The ends are butted together without overlap and spliced with an
adheslve tab that is approx. 20 mm long and %" (1 /2") wide.
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2.4.25 "Waste basket mode" TAPE DUMP [301

Mode A

Mode B

Retraction ol a loose tape
segment:

ln "waste basket mode" OAPE DUMP [30] key) the right-hand spooling motor [3]
is disabled. Unwanted tape segments can thus be played into the waste basket.
When the TAPE DUMP [30] key is pressed, the machine switches either to play or
preselects the '\,vaste basket mode", depending on the programming (see 2.5.2)
with the soft jumper 08.

(soft jumper 08 in position 0):
The TAPE DUMP [30] key functions as a preselector. The "waste basket mode" is

activated by pressing the PI-AY [33] key. The tape is played but not wound up.
The STOP [3a] key interrupts the tape feed, but the TAPE DUMP function remains
active until it is cancelled by pressing the TAPE DUMP [30] key again. When the
'\ruaste basket mode" is active, all tape transport functions except < [31], PLAY

[33], and STOP [34] are disabled.

(soft jumper 08 in position 1):

The "waste basket" mode is activated directly by pressing the TAPE DUMP [30]
key. The machine stops when this key is pressed again.

(only possible in TAPE DUMP mode A):

lf too much tape has been unwound in "waste basket" mode, it is not necessary to
rewind it manually. Simply tension the tape with two fingers of your right hand
(preferably gloved) and continually hold down the ( [31] key. The left-hand
spooling motor [2] rotates and slowly takes up the loose tape. (Fi9.2.a.8)

This process can be stopped by releasing the ( key.

The motor torque is limited and controlled in such a way that the tape can be
easily decelerated by hand. As soon as the tape is released, the motor continuous
to run only very slowly. The motor speed can be increased by a lightly tensioning
to the tape segment.

v
- -o

Fi9.2.4.8
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For monitoring a recording while a loose tape is being drawn in with the right-hand
spooling motor [3], the special dump edit mode can be preselected by pressing
the TAPE DUMP and subsequently the SHIFT [23] key (Fig. 2.4.9). ln this mode
the TAPE DUMP LED flashes. You can start this function by pressing the PI-AY

[33] key. The left-hand spooling motor is disabled and the loose tape is wound up
by the right-hand motor. At the same time you can check the recording on the
tape at the selected speed via the monitor speaker.
Press TOP to terminate this mode.

Flg.2.a.9

lf the spliced tape is inserted loosely in the tape path, i.e. if the tape tension sensor
is not deflected, you can wind the tape
on the right-hand reels in section by pressing the key PI-AY [33], ( [31], or
> [321.

To signal that no tape is inserted or that the tape is inserted only loosely, the LED
or STOP key flashes for 10 seconds (i.e. the tape sensor lever is in the home
position); subsequently the LED is switched off.

To make sure that no tape is inserted (particularly if the machine is remote
controlled and if there is no direct line of sight to the tape recorder), the LED can
be restored to the flashing condition for another 10 seconds by briefly pressing
the STOP key. lf the LED remains dark, the STOP LED (or the stop lamp of the
remote control) is defective.
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Playing a discarded tape
segment

Procedure:

After a long editing session it may happen that many tape sections have been cut
and that it is no longer clear as to which piece belongs where and which end of
the tape is the beginning or the end.
With the A807 tape recorder you ean play cut segments without first joing them
and winding them on a reel.

r Thread the tape according to Fig. 2.4.10 and select the TAPE DUMP [30]
function.

. With two fingers of your left hand tension the left-hand tape end in such a way
that the tape makes contact with the head.

r ln TAPE DUMP mode A start the reproduction by pressing the PI-AY [33] key.
The PLAY function can be cancelled by pressing the STOP [3a] key.

-.n

Fig.2.4.10
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2.5 Programming

Hardware jumpers 1f 4" and 1/2" versions2.5.1 Order No.

Jumper 13

Jumper 6

Jumper 46/48

Command panels 1.727.ffi.81€63.8'l

After the round knobs have been removed by pulling them off and the four fixing
screws have been unfastened, the cover of the operator panel can be removed
and the jumpers become accessible.
Jumpers 10 to 17 should only be changed if a version has been modified into
another one.

lf jumper 13 (ready key version) on tape recorders equipped with ready keys [36]
is set to position H (no ready keys), the effect will be that after power up the ready
function (ready for recording) is automatically selected.

With jumper 6 you can prevent unauthorized persons from modifying the audio
calibration data in the RAM or the settings of the soft jumpers. For this purpose set
jumper 6 to the position "H" (non operable). This disables the push button [16].

Jumper 46 (on 1/2" versions) or 48 (1/4" version) enables the INSERT or (MONO)
function [57].
lf the mono/stereo selection electronics of the option external insert point is
retrofitted, the corresponding jumper must be changed to position "L" (key
enabled).
lf the optional test generator is installed, the mono/stereo selection electronics is

always included. Jumper 46 or 48 determine whether the mono/stereo selection
electronics is also to be enabled.

r Jumper 46 or 48 in position "H" = Only the test generator is enabled.
r Jumper zt6 or 48 in position "L" = Test generator and mono/stereo switch are

enabled.
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Command paneljumper 1 .727.ffiO and 1 .727.7ffi ...76

.rt it 
"

:3 i:

The programming of the softjumper is locked
The programming of the softjumper is enabled (see D2/56).

Settings for 4-Channel version
Settings for 2-Channel version

Settings for the high speed (HS) version 7,5, 15, 30 ips.
Settings for standard speed version 3,75,7,5, 15 ips.

Settings for standard version with Record, Repro facilities
Setting Repro-only version (no Record facilities)

Version with READY-keys
Version without READY-keys

For erase heads with inline erasing tracks
For erase heads with staggered erasing tracks

Version with mikrofon inputs
Version without mikrofon inputs

Version with timecode tracks (l'C-version)
Version without timecode facilities

Key-assignment for specific custumer
Standard key arrangement

Only for 4-Channel versions
(Command-Panel) 1 .727.ffi.w and 1.727.7ffi.w

The INSERT- resp. MONO-key [Sa6] is locked.
The INSERT- resp. MONO-key [Sa6] is enabled.

Only for 2-Channel versions

The INSERT- resp. MONO-key [Sa8 is locked.
The INSERT- resp. MONO-key [S48] is enabled.

ffi
q

m
EoFllffi,,

JP48
HreL

Jumper 6

Jumper 10

Jumper 11

Jumper 12

Jumper 13

Jumper 14

Jumper 15

Jumper 16

Jumper 17

Jumper 46

Jumper 48

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:

Pos. H:
Pos. L:
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Command panel
Hardware jumper

Only lor 1/2" version
availablb

Only for 1/4" version
available

1/4" und 1/2" Versions

46 TNSERT (r4ON0) S 46
H = KEY 546 NOT ACTIVE

L = KEY 546 ACTIV

4B INSERT KEY S 48
H = KEY S4B NOT ACTIV

L = KEY S4B ACTIV

Thiese harware jumpers are standard programming for A807 1/4" VUK-
version (speed 3.75, 15 and 30 ips Timecode.

JI,I{PER H L (H=0N, L=oFF)

06 ADJUST KEY rn H=

l-

DISABLED

ENABLED

10 CHANNEL VERSION

H = 4 CHANNEL

L = 2 CHANNEL

11 SPEED VERSION

H = 7.5, 15, 30 ips

L = 3.75, 7.5, 15 ips

12 ONLY PLAYEACK VERSION

H = STANDARD (REC/REPRO

L = PLAYBACK ONLYE

13 READY-KEY VERSION

H = HITHOUT READY KEY

L = HITH READY KEY

14 ERASE HEAD GAP

H = INLINIF

= STAGGEREDL

15 MrcRoFoN rNPUT(s)
H = hIITH MIC INPUT

L = HITHOUT MIC INPUT

16 TIMECODE VERSION

H = HITH TC CHANNEL

L = N0 TC VERSION

17 SPECIAL KEY LAYOUT

H = SPECIAL KEY LAYOUT

L = STANDARD KEY LAYOUT
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Audio control PCB 1 /4' 1.727.670.11

Jumper: JSl in pos. A =

JSl in Pos. B =

JS2inPos.A*B=

{i)

.ü Fü

t-..ll'l
f-,'= L;i,I-t1

trtll t d

The input signal of CH1 is tapped before the insert point and fed to the XLR

connectors and the monitor output.
The input signal of CH 1 is tapped after the insert point and fed to the XLR

connectors and the monitor output.
Same as JS1, but applies to CH 2

Audio electronic PCB 1.727.460.11

Jumper: JPI =
Pos. A =
Pos. B =
Pos. C =

JP2 =
Pos. A =
Pos. B =

JP3 =
Pos. A =
Pos. B =

lnput level sensitivity
lnput signal -4dB to + 12 dB (standard)
input signal -17d8 to -1dB
lnput signal -30dB bis -14d8

Dolby HX PRO
Dolby HX PRO on (standard)
Dolby HX PRO off

Output level sensitivity
-4dB bis +12d8 (standard)
-17dB bis -1dB
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2.5.2 Soft jumpers (for all versions)

Exempel

Certain functions can be selected or deselected by means of so-called software
jumpers. lt is also possible to assign different functions to some of the keys
(designated as soft keys).

Most of the operational parameters can be set by "soft jumpers" i. e. programmed
by software. Programming is possible by operating keys "adj." [16] and SHIFT

[23] together. Press then "channel" [20] repeatedly until the wanted soft jumper
appears.
By "up" [26] and "down" l27l lhe status of the soft jumper can be changed to the
required value. By press SHIFT [23] and channel [20] together the last status of
soft jumber was aktiv. However the newly updated soft jumper settings become
effektive immediately. This change is not automatically stored (indicated by
flashing decimal point in the display). By activating "store" [19] the new status will
be memorized.

00. 150
Softjumper
Trennungspunkt
Entsprechender Zustand oder Funktion

The soft jumper program can be terminated by pressing the adj [16] key again. All
settings that have not been stored yet (flashing dot) will be lost. The newly stored
soft jumper settings become effective immediately. Those that have not been
stored are only effective for as long as the program is not terminated.

JII{PET STATTIS

00 MUTE TIME FOR EACH SPEED
000 - 950 milliseconds
in steps of 50 millisec,

01 RS 232 BAUD RATE
12 = 1200 BAUD

96 = 9600 BAUD

02 RS 232 ECHO I4ODE

0=OFF

1=0N

03 TAPE STOP I.JITH TRANSPARENT TAPE
Q=OFr

1=0N

04
I/ONO/STEREO CIIANGEOVER

switched autornatically to rnono
at speed 3.75 and 7.5 ips

9=oFr

1=0N

05 COUNTER STOP IN DUMP I4ODE
9=0rr
1=0N

05
RETURN OF PINCH ROLLER

IN EDIT t'lODE
9=OFr

1=0N

o7 SPEED CHANGE
9 = DIREKT SPEED CHANGE

1 = SPEED SHIFT WITH
SHiFT ONLY

Soft-Jumper
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JTTIPER STATIIS

08 TAPE DUHP I-IODE

Q = KEV ''TAPE DUMP''

PRESELECTS FUNCTION
ACTIVATION HITH PLAY

1 = DIRECT ACTIVATION

09 I'IODE ASSIGNMENT SOFTKEY 1

(Default status = 1)

0 = L00P
1 = LOC START
2=L&2
3=10C3
4 = BACKSPACE

5 = FADER READY

6 = LIFTER AS MO|'4ENTARY

KEY

7 = LIFTER FLIP-FLOP KEY

8 = REHEARSE

10 YODE ASSIGNMENT SOFTKEY
(Default status = 4)

11 RECORD COIT4AND DEFINITION

Q = KEV "REC AND PLAY"
TO BE PRESSED

TOGETHER,I = IF MACHINE IN PLAY,
PRESS "REC'' ONLY.

ta FADER START DEFINITION
9=A
1=B
2=C
3=D

(see truth table
on following page)

13 I'1ODE ASSIGNMENT OF
AUDIO SOFT KEY

2 CHANNEL
VERSION

0 = TAPE A/B CCIR
1 = TAPE A/B NAB
2 = REPRO HEAD A/B CCIR
3 = REPRO HEAD A/B NAB
4 = CHANGE EQUILIZATION- CCIR/NAB

4 CHANNEL
VERSION

0 = CCIR
T=NAB

TC 1/4"
VERSION

0
1

!
= TAPE A/B CCIR
= TAPE A/B NAB

= CHANGE EQUILIZATION
CCI R/NAB

14
I'4ODE ASSIGNMENT
CHANNEL SELECTTION KEY Not yet assigned

15 AVAILABLE TIMECODE
ELECTRONIC

0 = ACTIV
1 = NOT ACTIV

i6
TIMECODE REFERENZ OF
ASSIGNMENT REPRO/SYNC

*
not available in 2-channel

0 = N0 REFERENCE'I = CHANNEL 1

2 = CHANNEL 2
3 = CHANNEL 3
4 = CHANNEL 4

17 MASTER SAFE
9 = SAFE/READY SHITCH

ACTIV
1 = MASTER SAFE

1B TRANSPARENT TAPE COUNTING
0 = TIMER STOPS 0N CLEAR- LEADER-TAPE
1 = TIMER ACTIVE 0N CLEAR

LEADER-TAPE

EDITION: OKrOBER 1991
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FADER MODE TABLE

Sott jumper 00

Soft jumper 01

Soft jumper 02

Sott jumper 03

FADER MODE TRUTH TABLE:

FADEB MODE A B c D

FADER BEADY KEY REOUIRED n n n

FADER BEADY KEY NOT REQIBED

INTERNAL MONITOR MUTED n n n

FADER CLOSED:

TRANSPORT KEYS ENABLED

TRANSPORT KEYS DISABLED

n

n

FADER OPEN:

TRANSPORT DECK KEYS ENABLED

TRANSPORT DECK KEY DISABLED n n

LED Fader Ready

LED Light

LED off

:Fader start activ

= No fader start possible

MUTE TIME
With the soft jumper 00, the mute time during the STOP-PI-AY transition can be
individually entered for each of the three tape speeds within the range of 00 ms to
950 ms in steps of 50 ms.

BAUD RATE
The transmission rate (baud rate) of the serial RS232 interface can be set with the
soft jumper 0'1. Two speeds can be set: 1200 or 9600 baud.

ECHO MODE
Soft jumper 02 switches the echo mode of the serial RS232 interface on and off.

LIGHT BARRIER
Soft jumper 03 switches the light barrier [8] on and off. When the light barrier is
enabled, the machine switches to STOP when the transparent tape section is
reached (or when a torn tape is detected). The tape recorder responds as follows
in the various modes:

r ln PI-AY mode the machine stops immediately when the transparent tape
section is detected. 'lf transparent tape is in front of the light barrier when the
machine is in STOP mode, the desired tape transport function (e.9. PI-AY)
must be pressed until the tapö with the oxide coating covers the light barrier.

. ln spooling mode (< or >) the tape recorder stops immediately when the
transparent tape is reached. lf the spooling key is continuously pressed, the
transparent tape section will be skipped.

r ln fader start mode the tape recorder also stops when the transparent tape is
detected. lf the transparent tape is in front of the light barrier when the fader is
closed, the tape recorder starts in play mode when the fader is opened, and
stops when the next transparent tape section is reached.

r Transparent tape sections are ignored in all LOCATE functions (Z-LOC, LOC1,
etc.), The tape is positioned directly at the target address.

r Transparent tape sections are ignored in waste basket mode fiAPE DUMP).
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Soft jumper 04

Sott jumper 05

Soft jumper 06

Soft iumper oz

Soft jumper 08

Sott jumper 09/10

Sott jumper t t

Softjumper 12

MONO/STEREO CHANG EOVER
Soft jumper 04 controls the mono/stereo changeover as a function of the selected
tape speed (only active when MONO/STEREO switch is installed). When the
changeover is enabled, the MONO priority is automatically activated when the
machine is switched on with either 3.75 or 7.5 ips. STEREO mode is automatically
selected when the machine is started with 15 ips or 30 ips.

The selected states can always changed by pressing the SHIFT [23] and MONO

[55] keys.

COUNTER STOP IN DUMP MODE
With the soft jumper 05 a counter stop can be set in TAPE DUMP mode. ln this
case the content of the tape timer is frozen when the TAPE DUMP [30] is selected.
It is not updated as long as the '\raste basket" mode is active. As soon as this
mode is terminated, the tape timer continues to run from the frozen reading.

PINCH ROLLER RETRACTION
With the soft jumper 06 the pinch roller [13] can be retracted to the idle position
when an "out-of-tape" condition is detected. An out-of-tape condition is

recognized when there is no tape tension (tape tension sensor [9] in the idle
position) and if no tape is detected by the light barrier [8] (both conditions exist
e.g. during tape editing).
When the STOP [34] function is initiated or when the tape is edited with TAPE
DUMP [30], the pinch roller stays in the cueing position.

SPEED CHANGE
To avoid speed changes by hazard, the speed key [50] can be locked and
enabled only if the SHIFT key [23] is pressed at the same time.

TAPE DUMP MODE
With the soft jumper 08 you can define whether the dump edit mode is to be
activated by pressing only the tape dump key [30] or whether this key is to be
used as a setup key for the waste basket mode. ln the latter case the tape dump
mode is initiated by pressing the play key [33] (refer to Section 2.4.25).

MODE ASSIGNMENT SOFTKEY 1 AND 2
Assignment of the functions for the two soft keys 26 and 271, reler to the functional
description in2.4.1.

RECORD COMMAND DEFINITION
The soft jumper in position "0" defines that the PI-AY [33] and REC [35] key must
be pressed simultaneously for starting a recording. Position "1" defines that only
the REC [35] key must be pressed from PI.AY [33] mode in order to start a
recording. However, if the tape is stopped, both keys PI-AY [33] and REC [35]
must be pressed.

FADER START DEFINITION
Soft jumper 12 defines the fader start mde. The individual functions are listed in
the table (refer to Section 2.4.16).
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Softjumper 13

Soft-Jumper 14

Soft-Jumper 15

Soft-Jumper 16

Soft-Jumper 17

Sott-Jumper 18

MODE ASSIGNMNET OF AUDIO SOFT KEY [s3 and s4l
(On time code versions only key [60])
The individual functions are described in Section 2.4.1 (keys 5349/54 and 60).

Note: . For 1/4" timecode versions the positions "2" and "3" are not used because no
additional reproduce head can be installed.

r For 1/2" machines only the equalization can be determined:

Position 0 =
Position 1 =

ccrR
NAB

GHANNEL SELECTTON PARALLEL/INDIVIDUAL
Soft jumper 14 defines whether the channel selection keys READY [36], INPUT

[37], SYNC [38], REPRO [39] change over both channels simultaneously or
whether the channels can be changed over individually (requires software version
15/90 or later).

T|ME CODE T|ME COMPENSATTON ON/OFF
ln position "0" the time code signal (input or reproduce signal) is routed via the
recalculation circuit so that it can be recorded or reproduced in synchronism with
the audio signal.
ln position "1" the time compensation is disabled, i.e. the time code signal is
recorded directly on tape or connected from the reproduce head to the output.

TtME CODE CHANGEOVER SYNC/REPRO
The soft jumper 16 defines whether the SYNC/REPRO [58] changeover of the
timecode channel can be effected individually or whether the timecode channel
automatically assumes the status of a selectable channel.

MASTER SAFE SAFE/READY
The soft jumper 17 disables in position "1" the SAFE/READY switch. The machine
is on MASTER SAFE.

TRANSPARENT TAPE COUNTTNG ON/OFF
ln position "1" the Tape Timer counting transparent tape leader and stops
counting in position "0".

Example: Jumper Pos.1
lf the audio channel "1" is switched to SYNC [38], the time code channel also
switches to SYNC (LED on the right of the SYNC [58] key is light, see Section
2.4.1).
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2.5.3 Programming the audio parameters

When you press the microswitch adj [16] by means of a pointed tool, the A807

tape recorder is switched to audio alignment mode. ln this mode the display [22]
of the tape timer no longer shows the current tape address but information
concerning the audio parameters. The three red LEDs to the right of the display
indicate which parameter is being displayed (functions identified with lower case
letters: lvl, trbl, and bias).

ln addition the functions of the keys l-{P [20], SEL [18], STEP [19], LOC START

[26], and BACKSPACE l27l change to the functions specified in yellow lettering
below the keys.

t3P
SEL
STEP
LOC START
BACKSPACE
TAPE DUMP

channel
parameter
store
down
up
input (only in models without output
signalselector)

ln adj mode the machine remains operable so that play and record commands
can be entered and different tape speeds can be selected, and for switching over
between CCIR/NAB, TAPE A/8, or HEAD A/HEAD B. The tape timer also
continues to run internally.

A detailed description concerning the alignment of the audio parameters can be
found in Section 4.2 of this manual (calibration). Only the method for entering the
parameters is described here.

r Switch the machine to the alignment mode by pressing the adj [16] key.
r Select the desired tape speed, equalization standard, tape type or reproduce

head by pressing the appropriate keys.
r Select the desired operating mode (REPRO, SYNC or READY+REC).
r Select the audio channel to be calibrated by pressing the channel [20] key.
. Select the parameter to be adjusted by pressing the param [18] key.

leveladjustment
treble correction
bias adjustment

With the down [26] and up l27l key you can modify in the desired direction the
decimal value and consequently the levelselected with param [18].
When the setting is correct, save the value by pressing the store [19] key.
Press the adj [16] key again to quit the alignment mode. All modified values
that have not been stored yet (identified by a flashing do$ will be lost. The
machine continues to operate with the old data.

lvl
trbl
bias

I

I
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Exampel:

Function chart

The display [22] shows the following information:

A1 .025 LED:lvl

The letter A in the first position of the display signals the "adj"
the second position of the display specified the audio channel:

mode. The digit in

1 = CH1 (left) 2 = CH2 (risht)

The last three digits of the display specify the decimal value of the setting
(min. = 000, max = 255). The dot between the numbers indicates whether or not
the value has been stored.
r lf the dot is continuously light (.) = the value has been stored.
r lf the dot flashes (*) = the value has been entered but not stored.

The program can be terminated by pressing the adj [16]
have not been stored yet (flashing dot) will be lost.

The newly stored parameter values become effective
have not been stored are only effective for as long
terminated.

key again. All values that

immediately. Those that
as the program is not

FLhNTIOiI KEY INDICÄTIO{ cctf{Er{T

CENTER

FI ELD
LEFT
FI ELD CH LED

DISPLAY
(*=flashing dot,
r=permanent dot)

REPRO

or
SYNC

or
READY+

RECORD

adj'

up
up

up
down
store

channel
up

up
down
store

channel
param
up
store

channel
down
store

2

2

1

lvl

lvl

trbl

trbl

A1 1025

A1 *026
At x027

A1 *255
A1 *254
A1 .254

r030
*03'l

,4122
*121
t121

A2
A2

.1 53
*152
tl52

A1 1254
A1 t122
A1 *123
A1 r123

A2
A2
A2

A2
A2
A2

Progranm ca11, last stored setting

Level up to 026
Level at 027

Max, level
Level down lo 254
Level value 254 stored for channel

Last stored level for channel 2
Level up to 031

Level at 122
Level down to 12.l
Level value 12] stored for channel

stored level for channel 1

stored treb1e setting for channel 1

treble up to 123
setting 123 stored

stored treble setting for channel 2
treble down to 152
setting 152 stored for channel 2

ONLY

in
READY+

RECORD

param
up
store

channel
down
store

2

1

bi as

bi as

r089
*090
r090

Al r1 12
A1 *111

Al r1 1'l

A2
A2
A2

Bias setting for channel 2
Bias up to 090
Bias setting 090 stored for channel 2

Bias setting for channel 1

Bias down to 1.l1
Bias setting 111 stored for channel 1

adj. Quit program
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2.6 Serial interface RS232

2.6.1

The STUDER A807 tape recorder is equipped with a serial interface (RS232) for
operation with a terminal, a computer, or for remote control of the tape deck
functions.

RS 232 Standard interface

The term 'RS232" defines a connection between a "terminal" (computer) and a
"modem" (A807) for the purpose of exchanging data. ln addition this standard
defines the:
r Electrical characteristics (level, lines)
. Mechanicalcharacteristics (connector)
r Signaldescriptions
r Standardconnections.
The interface can operate with a data rate of up to 19.2 k baud (On the
A807/A810/A8121A820 up to 9.6 k baud) and cable lengths of up to 15 m. The
signal levels are defined as follows:

r*," o --'l
(sPAcE) 

I

The 25-pin connector defined in this standard supports various interface
structures. The full pin assignment is rarely used nowadays. Modern systems
frequently use a minimal structureaccording to 2.5.4 for the terminal-modem or
terminal-terminalconnection and consequently need only a smaller 9-pin
connector.
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Terminal

rx2
DTE

RX3

SG7

Modem

2RX
DCE

3TX

7SG

Gomp 1

2

3
DTE

4

5

7

Transmit Data

Receive Data

Signal Ground

RTS-\a- RTS

615-J\-61s
SG-SG

Gomp 2

2

3
DTE

4

5

7

2.6.2

Fig.2.6.1

All e>ctensions (e.9. baud rate, code, synchronous/asynchronous connections,
number of start/stop bits, parity, hardware/software handshake) are defined by
the manufacturer.

RS 232 Interface of the A807

A 9-pin connector is used for the serial interface of the A807 tape recorder. With a
correspondingly prepared adapter cable it is possible to define whether a unit
should function as a terminal or a modem.

Recoder
9-pin plug

Terminal
25-pin plug

Modem
25-pin plug

Signal Pin Signal Pin Signal Pin

SNDATA 2 Trans. Data 2 Trans. Data 3

RCVDATA 8 Record Data 3 Record Data 2

GROUND 9 SignalGround 7 SignalGround 7

No additional handshake lines are used. A software handshake (X ON/X OFF
protocol) is implemented for all transmission rates, however it is only required for
9.6 k baud.

XON
X OFF

= 0001 0001 (ASCll: DC1)

= 0001 0011 (ASCll: DC3)
= l9SUlIl9
= interrupt
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2.6.3

Upon receipt of an X OFF, the tape recorder still transmits up to 2 characters. After
the tape recorder itself has transmitted X OFF, it can still receive five characters
without losing a command.
Fixed settings:

1 start bit
1 stop bit
8 data bits
No parity bit

Ihe baud rate can be set with the aid of soft jumper 01 (1200 or 9600 baud).
Only ASCII characters are admissible as data!

Working with the serial interface RS 232

lmportant:

The computer or the terminal are to be connected to the tape recorder by means
of an adapter cable fitted with a 9-pin socket.

The computer or the terminal should be set as follows:

1 start bit, I data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity bit, no echo mode, baud rate 1200
or 9600 baud. The handshake lines CTS and RTS are to be connected to
"LOW".

After a RESET of the tape recorder (switching the tape recorder off and on again),
the following message is displayed on the screen:

4807

The desired commands can now be entered via the terminal keyboard according
to the table below. Most commands are not executed until the ENTER or LINE
FEED key is pressed.

ln addition to the processor for controlling the tape deck and audio electronics,
TC versions are equipped with a separate processor for TC signal processing.
For exchanging certain information these two processors must communicate with
each other across the serial interface. For this purpose the external interface is
briefly interrupted (approx. 30 ms) and X OFF is signalled. After the internal data
transmission has been completed and X ON transmitted, the efiernal interface
functions again in the normal manner.
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Command list

Audlo commandr

command

L = blank'
/: CB,' =
blank or CR)

4807
Response Remarks

Sofware update: June 9O

STPT

RWD*
FWDt
PLYt
RECt
WNF

<SPEED>

WNR
<SPEED>

SSA*1

SSBt
SSCT

SSD'1

NS?T

VENT

VEFT

FEN'2
FEF*2

EDTT

LFT*

LOC
< adress>

LMV
<adress>

MV?

STM
<adress>

TM?I

<cR> < LF>
<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>
<cR> < LF>
<cR><LF>

)c(<cR> <LF>
f(: 0O...03

< cR> < LF>
<cR><LF>

< cR> < LF>
<cB><LF>

<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>
<hh:mm:ss>

< cR> < LF>
<)coooc(>

< cB> < LF>
)oooofr
<CB<LF

<hh:mm:ss>

<cR><LF>
<hh:mm:ss,>o<>

Stop
Rewind
Fonivard

Play
Record (direct)

Controlled wind forward

Controlled wind reverse

3,75 ips (9,5 cm/s)
7,5 ips (19 cm/s)

15 ips (38 cm/s)
30 ips [/6 cm/s)

Nominal speed ?

9,5 cm/s (3.75 ips) to:
76 cm/s (3O ips)

External varispeed on
External varispeed off

Fader enable on
Fader enable off

Lifter mode on
Lifter mode off (tape not on head)

Posittioning at the timer:
reading hh:mm:ss
e. g. : LOC_01 :20:15
or: LOC -1 03 n

Posittioning at the number
oftacho pulses <)OOOOC( >
e. g.: LMV_0OAE4F *
(':3ByteHDO

Move roll counter ?
set counter hh:mm:ss
e. g. STM_-O:43:57
or: STM_00_55_1 2

Read out of the tacho pulse
number p< : rc</256 s

1Note:

2

Only possible if speed change is not interlocked with the SHIFT key
by means of the softkey 07.

Only feasible in FADER START MODE B, C or D.
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Tape deck commands (cont.)

DST*3

ESY

sD?*

<cR><LF>
<hh:mm:ss,x>

<cR><LF>
)c(

)C(:81
)C( = 01

)C( = 82
)C( : 02
)C( : 83
[:03
)C( : 84
)C( : 04
)C(:85
)C( : 05
)C( = 86
)C( : 06
)0(: 88
)C( = 08
)C( = 89
f(:09
)0( = 2s
n<=A5
)C( : C0
f(:40
>o< : C1

>o< : 4'l
)C( : C2
)A(: 42
)C( : C3
)C( : 43
)c( : cA
)C( : 4A
)C( : CB
)0( : 48
)C( : 59
)C( = Dg

<cR><LF>

DD.WW.YY

aa<cR> < LF>

Continuous indication of the
tape deck counter and status
(rc<=rc</256 seconds,
Y=status [2 words HDQ
Tape deck status ?
(to<:lByteHE{)
Tape out achieved
Tape loaded, no tension
STOP, tape tension
STOP not achieved
Rewind achieved
Bewind not achieved
Fast forward achieved
Fast lorward not achieved
PLAY achieved
PLAY
Play varispeed achieved
Play varispeed
PLAY external ref. achieved
PLAY external ref.
Record achieved
Record
Reverse play
Reverse play achieved
SHUTTLE backward achieved
SHUTTLE backward
SHUTTLE foruvard achieved
SHUTTLE fonrvard

Locate rewind achieved
Locate rewind
Locate lonivard achieved
Locate forward
Bewind control achieved
Rewind controlled
Wind lorward controled achieved
Wind lonrard controled
TAPE DUMP
TAPE DUMP achieved
Enable synchronizer

lnquiry of software rellease
date ?

DD : Day
WW: week
W =Year

lnquiry of machine type?
aa = Machine type number
5 = 8o7 MKll

Note: 3 : Continuous status indication is terminated with the command 'Control X'.
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Audlo commands

command

L: blank'
/:CR,t:
blank or CR)

A8rJ7

Response Remarks

toN/

toF/

SNB*
scRr

STA*
STBi

SRHI
CRH*

AA?

REA-i/

sAF_i/

INP_i/

sYN_i/

REP_i/

MTN i/

MTF 7

<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>

<cB><LF>
<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>
<cR><LF>

<cR> <FL>
aabbccdd

aa: 0 = Safe
1 : Ready/record

bb:0 : Tape
1 = lnput

cc:0: Reproduce
1 : Sync

dd: 0 : Demute
1 : Mute

<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>

< cR> < LF>

<cR><LF>

<cR> < LF>

<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>

lnsert on (set mono)

lnsert ofl ( set stereo)

Set NAB equalization
Set CCIR equalization

Set tape sort A
Set tape sort B

Rehearsel mode on
Rehearsel mode off

Channel 1...8 status

MSBfo<) : channel 8

LSB (to<) : channel 1

>o< : aa...dd

Set channel i to ready
i=l, 2, 3, 4, E, F
Set channel i to safe
i:1,2,3,4,E,F

Set channel i to lnput
i:1, 2, 3, 4, E, F

Set channel i to synch
i = 1,2,3, 4, E, F

Set channel i to repro
i--1,2,3,4,E,F

Set channeli to Mute
i ='t,2,F
i = 1,2,3,4,F
F:2 Kanal oder4 Kanal

Demute channel i

i:1,2F
i : 1,2,3,4, F

F : 2-channel, or 4-channel
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Audio commands (cont.)

SAP*
<i,J,>o<>

PAPT

<i,j,r<>

AP?*
<i,j>

<cR><LF>

<cR> < LF>

<cR> < LF>
)c(

Set audio parameter

and store
i=channellor2
j: DIA converter
rc<: 1 Byte HD(
j:
0 = Level REPRO/SYNC
1 = Treble REPFO/SYNC
4 = Level BECORD
5 = Treble RECOBD
6: Bias RECORD

Set audio parameter

without storing
i=channel 1 or 2
j: D/A converter
lo<: 1 Byte HE(
j:
0 : Level REPRO/SYNC
1 : Treble REPRO/SYNC
4 : Level RECOBD
5 : Treble RECORD
6 : Bias RECORD

lnquiry audio parametet

)O(=lByteHE(
i: channel 1 or2
j : D/A converter
j:
0 = Level REPRO/SYNC
1 = Treble REPRO/SYNC
4 : Level RECORD
5 = Treble RECORD
6 : Bias RECORD

Machine and timecode commands

LCDT

LCET

TC

TCN

TCF

<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>

<cR><LF>
tY,NI

<cR><LF>

< cR> < LF>

Local keybord disabled

Local keybord enabled

Timecode present on tape?
Y:Yes;N=No

Set timecode delay aktiv

Set timecode delay bypassed

The above list of commands may not necessarily be complete. lt will be updated or extended as

required.
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2.6.4 RAM parameter for glass metal heads

Equalization parameters For the glass metal head equalization parameters stored in RAM, the following
settings (hex values) are used as reference values. lf the stored values should ever
be lost, these values can be reentered according to the tables below:

l/4"
9,5 cm/s
3,75 ips

19 cm/s
7,5 ips

19 cm/s
7,5 ips

38 cm/s
15 ips

38 cm/s
15 ips

76 cm/s
30 ips

CCIR+NAB cctR NAB ccrR NAB CCIR+NAB

REPRO

REC

SYNC

AE
BB
00

82
A9

85

68
BE

70

44
c6
44

68
A5
68

29
D5

29

19 cm/s
7,5 ips

19 cm/s
7,5 ips

38 cm/s
15 ips

38 cm/s
15 ips

76 cm/s
30 ips

ccrR NAB cctR NAB CCIR+NAB

REPRO

REC

SYNC

82
99
90

61

87
70

44

c1
44

61

A5
61

26
D9

26

r/2'
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2.7 Care instructions

Lubricating the capstan
bearing:

Procedure:

Daily care is limited to cleaning the heads, the capstan shaft, and all elements that
come in contact with the tape. Dust and oxide particles of the magnetic coating
accumulate principally on heads and the tape guidance elements. This can lead to
drop outs.

Cleaning should, therefore, be performed daily, or if contamination is visible, even
more frequently.

For proper care of the tape recorder we recommend the STUDER CLEANING KIT

(part No. 10.496.010.00). lt contains all utensils required for cleaning a tape
recorder:
. Head cleaner
r Aluminite cleaner
r Felt sticks
r Cleaning rag

Procedure: Moisten a felt stick or the cleaning rag with a small amount of head cleaner and
clean the heads and all elements that come in contact with thetape. Use a second
felt stick or a dry section of thecleaning rag to wipe the cleaned parts dry.
Normally, the capstan shaft does not rotate when the recorder is not switched to
play mode. For cleaning purposes a special function has been provided: When the
magnetic tape is unthreaded (tape tension sensor in idle position, light barrier not
covered), the capstan shaft continues to rotate for as long as the PI-AY [28] key is
pressed. For cleaning aluminum surfaces use the special aluminite cleaner. lt
removes the dirt and restores the metallic lustre of the aluminum.

Caution:
Make sure that neither head cleaner nor aluminite cleaner penetrates into the
bearing of the capstan shaft!
The acrylic panels of the Vu-meters are not resistant to solvents!

The capstan motor and its sintered-sleeve bearing are virtually maintenance-free.
To replenish the grease in the bearing, sintered-sleeve capstan bearings, sintered-
sleeve capstan bearings should be re-greased annuallyor after a prolonged idle
period.
For relubrication use only the recommended lubricants!

For qrease lubricated capstan motors (in production since 1.1.1988; identified by
a red label), only the liquid grease CONSTANT GLY 2100 (Part No. 20.020.401.10)
should be used.

On grease lubricated capstan motors (red label) lift off the upper plastic bearing
cap and apply a few drops of liquid grease into the bearing gap (between the
capstan shaft and the bearing).

The bearing seat of capstan shafts is ground to the internal diameter of the
pressed in sintered-sleeve bearing within very close tolerances. For this reason it
is impossible to replace the bearing shaft in the field if any seruice is needed.
Capstan motors should always be shipped to the national STUDER dealer for
overhaul.
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